2017–2018 HIGHLIGHTS
Market Restrictions:
Titles marked with * are, for market reasons, only available in USA. They are therefore listed with dollar pricing only. Titles marked with ** are, for market reasons, only available in UK and non US/Canadian markets. They are therefore listed with sterling pricing only.

About our Partner Publishers:
Oxford University Press USA is proud to partner with several distinguished publishers. These publications are clearly identified throughout the catalogue and are for market reasons only available to US & Canadian customers.
ONLINE PRODUCTS IN POLITICS

**Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Politics**
[politics.oxfordre.com](http://politics.oxfordre.com)

*Reference Reimagined*

The Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Politics is part of a major initiative from Oxford University Press to transform its approach to reference publishing in order to better serve the changing needs of university-level digital research. Led by Editor-in-Chief William R. Thompson, the ORE of Politics contains a broad range of peer-reviewed articles that provide an in-depth overview of the field.

The ORE of Politics is currently freely available through late September when it will become available for subscription.

**University Press Scholarship Online**
[wwww.universitypressscholarship.com](http://www.universitypressscholarship.com)

*Delivering the best scholarly publishing from leading university presses around the world*

University Press Scholarship Online (UPSO) brings together the best scholarly publishing from some of the most celebrated university presses across the globe, all available on a single, intelligent online platform. The UPSO Political Science is an unparalleled and essential research tool for those working in the field. Subjects covered include International Relations and Politics, Political Economy, American Politics, Environmental Politics, Political Theory, Democratization, and UK Politics.

**Oxford Scholarship Online**
[www.oxfordscholarship.com](http://www.oxfordscholarship.com)

*Quick and easy access to award-winning scholarship*

OUP is one of the world’s leading publishers in political science. We publish outstanding original work across many of the key areas of the discipline, from Comparative Politics to International Relations to Political Theory, International Relations to European Union Studies. Our selection for Oxford Scholarship Online focuses on the core areas of the list. The topics covered are fundamental to the discipline, and thus of interest to anyone working in political science.

**Oxford Bibliographies**
[www.oxfordbibliographies.com](http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com)


Now celebrating 7 years, Oxford Bibliographies provides faculty and students with seamless pathways to the most reliable resources for a variety of academic topics. Each article is a guide to current scholarship on a topic, written and reviewed by academic experts, with original commentary and annotations by top scholars. This sophisticated recommendation service allows scholars and scientists worldwide to access sources used in their own studies. Those sources are then rigorously peer-reviewed and vetted to ensure scholarly accuracy and objectivity, giving your institution instant access to the most comprehensive, trusted database of expert knowledge.

**Very Short Introductions Online**
[www.veryshortintroductions.com](http://www.veryshortintroductions.com)

*The titles you love in print, available online…*

The Very Short Introductions series is available on an online resource that offers scholars and students OUP’s premier publishing series in an easily discoverable and highly accessible format. Titles in politics include introductions to Populism, The American Presidency, The BRICS, and Liberalism.

Are you affiliated with an institution?

Recommend your librarian: [www.oup.com/library-recommendation](http://www.oup.com/library-recommendation)

Many of our resources are available for individual monthly and annual subscriptions.

Visit [www.oup.com/online](http://www.oup.com/online) for more information.
Scholarly Research Reviews

Oxford Handbooks Online in Political Science brings together the world’s leading scholars to write review essays that evaluate the current thinking on a field or topic, and make an original argument about the future direction of the debate. Articles review the key issues, reveal original arguments and concepts, and set the agenda for new research. The books have become one of the most successful and cited series within scholarly publishing, and for the first time, the entire collection of work across 15 subject areas is available on Oxford Handbooks Online.

Also of Interest...

- Oxford Scholarly Editions Online www.oxfordscholarlyeditions.com
- Social Explorer www.socialexplorer.com
- Oxford African American Studies Center www.oxfordaaasc.com
- Electronic Enlightenment www.e-enlightenment.com

www.oup.com/online
**NEW EDITION**

**Constitutional Conflicts in Contemporary Malaysia**

Second Edition

HP Lee, Monash University

This book explores how the separation of powers doctrine in Malaysia has been adversely affected by a number of major constitutional conflicts among the various important organs of government.

- **978-0-19-875599-9**
- **£50/$68**

**PARTNER PUBLISHER**

**Rivers Divided**

**Indus Basin Waters in the Making of India and Pakistan**

Daniel Haines, University of Bristol

Daniel Haines uncovers the history of one of the most important factors in relations between these two South Asian powers – water.

- **US**: Feb 2017
- **978-0-19-048666-4**
- **$45**

**PARTNER PUBLISHER**

**Politics and the Right to Work**

**India’s National Rural Employment Guarantee Act**

Rob Jenkins, Hunter College, and James Manor, University of London

A rare and hugely successful story in the global development world. Jenkins and Manor present detailed research that convincingly demonstrates the efficacy of the MGNREGA in India.

- **US**: Mar 2017
- **978-0-19-060830-9**
- **$39.95**

**PARTNER PUBLISHER**

**Democracy and Its Institutions**

André Bételle, University of Delhi

Examining democracy from an institutional perspective, this book studies such institutions as the Parliament, the courts of justice, and the systems of political parties.

- **978-0-19-947167-6**
- **£14.99/$22.95**

---

**Sri Lanka**

The Struggle for Peace in the Aftermath of War

Edited by Amarnath Amarasingham, Dalhousie University, and Daniel Bass

This collection brings together a diverse array of scholars to analyze the issues and points of tension that have marked Sri Lanka’s uncertain peace.

- **US**: Dec 2016
- **9781849046411**
- **$34.95**

**PARTNER PUBLISHER**

**Politics and State Society Relations in India**

James Manor, University of London, School of Advanced Study

Examines all aspects of Indian politics, from regional dynamics to the rise of Hindu nationalism.

- **US**: May 2017
- **9781849047180**
- **$38.00**

**PARTNER PUBLISHER**

**Panthers in Parliament**

Dalits, Caste, and Political Power in South India

Hugo Gorringe, University of Edinburgh

In this ethnographic account of Dalit politics in Tamil Nadu, the author discusses how caste considerations inform and underpin politics in the state.

- **UK**: May 2017 / US: Jul 2017
- **978-0-19-946815-7**
- **£32.99/$54.95**
Our Time Has Come
How India is Making Its Place in the World
Alyssa Ayres, Council on Foreign Relations
- First book in twelve years to examine how India envisions its role in the world
- Covers the key debates in 21st-century India: growth versus inclusion, trade and foreign investment, and strategic autonomy
- Considers how India’s evolution in business and trade affects the US
Long plagued by poverty, India’s recent economic growth has vaulted it into the ranks of the world’s emerging powers—but what kind of power it wants to be remains a mystery. Cautious Superpower explains why India behaves the way it does, and the role it is likely to play globally as its prominence grows.
978-0-19-049452-0 | HB | 336pp £18.99/$27.95
978-0-19-049453-7 | PB | 336pp £11.99/$17.95

NEW EDITION
China
Fragile Superpower
SECOND EDITION
Susan L. Shirk, University of California
Susan L. Shirk, a former Deputy Assistant Secretary of State responsible for China, finds that China’s real danger lies not in its astonishing growth, but in the deep insecurity of its leaders. China’s leaders face a troubling paradox: the more developed and prosperous the country becomes, the more insecure and threatened they feel. The second edition features two new chapters, including a discussion of Tibet and Xinjiang and Shirk’s assessment of the new assertive China.
978-0-19-947641-1 | HB | 336pp £11.99/$17.95

Bangladeshi Migrants in India
Foreigners, Refugees or Infiltrators?
Rizwana Shamshad, Australian National University (ANU)
This book argues that the perception of Bangladeshi migrants in Assam, West Bengal, and Delhi varies greatly due to the historical, ethnic and religious affinities of the people in each of the three states.
978-0-19-947661-4 | HB | 320pp £33.99/$49.50

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Regulation, Governance and State Transformation in Contemporary Japan
Masahiro Mogaki
US: Dec 2017
978-1526114716 | PB | 234pp $115
978-1526114686 | HB | 234pp $115
Published by Manchester University Press
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Japan’s New Security Partnerships
Edited by Wilhelm M. Vosse and Paul Midford
US: Dec 2017
978-1526123124 | HB | 232pp $115
Published by Manchester University Press
Distributed by OUP USA

Jumpstarting South Asia
Revisiting Economic Reforms and Look East Policies
Pradumna B. Rana, Centre for Multilateralism Studies, and Wai-Mun Chia, Nanyang Technological University
This unique book analyses how further economic reforms and closer relations with East Asian countries could enhance economic growth and integration in South Asia.
UK: Dec 2017 / US: Apr 2018
978-0-19-975258-3 | HB | 257pp $120/$136

Will China’s Rise Be Peaceful?
Edited by Asle Toje, Norwegian Nobel Institute
As the rest of the world worries about China’s economic prospects, Will China’s Rise be Peaceful? worries about the effect a more powerful China will have on international peace and stability. Bringing together the work of seasoned experts and younger scholars, this volume offers an inclusive examination of the effects of historical patterns – whether interrupted or intact – by the rise of China. The authors argue that the most populous nation on the globe – and its second largest economy – may continue to rise peacefully, but that powerful internal and external factors work against this.
UK: Mar 2018 / US: Jan 2018
978-0-19-067538-7 | HB | 376pp £64/$99
978-0-19-067539-4 | PB | 376pp £22.99/$34.95

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Ivory
Power and Poaching in Africa
Keith Somerville, Institute of Commonwealth Studies, University of London
Comprehensive exploration of history and politics of ivory in Africa.
US: Dec 2016
978-1849046763 | HB | 368pp $29.95
Published by Hurst
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Bridge Over Blood River
The Rise and Fall of the Afrikaners
Kajsa Norman, Investigative reporter
Kajsa Norman uses the lens of the Afrikaners’ story to examine modern considerations about identity, nationalism, and race.
US: Dec 2016
978-1849046817 | HB | 208pp $44.95
Published by Hurst
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Little Mogadishu
Eastleigh, Nairobi’s Global Somali Hub
Neil Carrier, University of Oxford
This portrait of Somali life in Nairobi counters much of the recent media hype about Eastleigh’s role as a safe haven for Al-Shabaab and focuses instead on its function as an African economic hub.
US: Jan 2017
978-0-19-066420-2 | PB | 296pp $19.95
Published by Hurst
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Understanding Eritrea
Inside Africa’s Most Repressive State
Martin Plaut
Eritrea is characterised by regime paranoia, intense domestic repression and isolationism. Martin Plaut’s book offers a glimpse into a relatively young nation marred by a stifling dictatorship.
US: Feb 2017
978-0-19-066559-4 | PB | 254pp $21.95
Published by Hurst
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Authoritarian Containment
Public Security Bureaus and Protestant House Churches in Urban China
Marie-Eve Reny, Université de Montréal
Offers insight into a political calculus that sustains the CCP, and, more broadly, into the seemingly small decisions that can preserve authoritarian rule.
978-0-19-069808-9 | HB | 224pp £64/$99

Order Online at: www.oup.com
British & Irish Politics

Kenny
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
| HB | 320pp £25/$45
978-0-19-960861-4
| PB | 320pp £18.99/$30
978-019-877872-1

Political parties have encountered in dealing with It examines the challenges which the mainstream to the revival of Englishness in the last two decades. available evidence and comprehensive overview of Nationhood provides a

The Politics of English
University of London
Michael Kenny, Queen Mary,

The Imperial Premiership
The Role of the Modern Prime Minister in Foreign Policy Making, 1964-2015
Sam Goodman, Parliamentary Researcher
A study of the growing role of the British Prime Minister in foreign policy and military intervention over the past fifty years.

US: Nov 2016
9781784994372
| HB | 344pp $115
9781526109019
| PB | 344pp $40
US: Nov 2016

Makniely of the British far left to be The first general history of the British far left to be published in the twenty-first century.

US: Feb 2017
9781526107343
| PB | 272pp $34.95
9781526107343

NEW IN PAPERBACK

WINNER: W. J. M. MACKENZIE BOOK PRIZE

The Politics of English Nationhood
Michael Kenny, University of London
The Politics of English Nationhood provides a comprehensive overview of the available evidence and major arguments relating to the revival of Englishness in the last two decades. It examines the challenges which the mainstream political parties have encountered in dealing with “the English question”.

978-0-19-878981-9
| PB | 256pp $34.95
9781526107343

Debating Scotland
Issues of Independence and Union in the 2014 Referendum
Edited by Michael Keating, University of Aberdeen
This book provides in-depth analysis of the main issues of the Scottish independence referendum campaign of 2014 and features extensive original survey research.

978-0-19-878981-9
| PB | 256pp £34.95
9781526107343

The British Question
Arthur Aughey, University of Ulster
This book is designed as both a framework text – setting out concepts by which to understand the British question – and a synthetic test – providing a digest of significant academic work on historical, conceptual and political matters relevant to that question.

US: Mar 2017
9781526117007
| PB | 240pp $32.50
9781526117007

The New Politics of Class
The Political Exclusion of the British Working Class
Geoffrey Evans, and James Tilley, both at University of Oxford
The British working class has become politically disenfranchised, this book explains how and why.

This book explores the politics of class in Britain over the last 70 years. It shows how changing class sizes have set in train a process that has led to working class people not voting.

978-0-19-875575-3
| HB | 240pp £45/$75
9781526107343

Local Democracy, Civic Engagement and Community
From New Labour to the Big Society
Hugh Atkinson, London South Bank University
Focuses on local democratic politics in Britain over the last decade and a half from the election of the New Labour Government right up to the current Conservative/Liberal Democrat Coalition government.

US: Mar 2017
9781526117014
| NEW in PB | 192pp $32.50
9781526117014

From New Labour to the Big Society
Hugh Atkinson, London South Bank University
Focuses on local democratic politics in Britain over the last decade and a half from the election of the New Labour Government right up to the current Conservative/Liberal Democrat Coalition government.

US: Mar 2017
9781526117014
| NEW in PB | 192pp $32.50
9781526117014

Atkinson
Published by Manchester University Press*
| NEW in PB | 192pp $32.50
9781526117014

Order Online at: www.oup.com
Comparative Politics

Party Reform
The Causes, Challenges, and Consequences of Organizational Change
Anika Gauja, University of Sydney
This book explains why, and how, political parties in several advanced democracies are undertaking high-profile organizational reforms.
Comparative Politics
978-0-19-871716-4 | PB | 240pp £39.99/$59.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Organizing Political Parties
Representation, Participation, and Power
Edited by Susan E. Scarrow, University of Houston, Paul D. Webb, University of Sussex, and Thomas Poguntke, University of Düsseldorf
This volume presents the first findings of a novel cross-national effort to assess the current state of political parties’ internal rules and organizational resources.
Comparative Politics
UK: Jun 2017 / US: Jul 2017
978-0-19-875863-1 | PB | 368pp £60/$80
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Multi-Level Electoral Politics
Beyond the Second-Order Election Model
Sona N. Golder, PennState University, Ignacio Lago, McGill University, Fabra, André Blais, Université de Montréal, Elisabeth Gidengil, McGill University, and Thomas Gschwend, University of Mannheim
This volume re-examines the incentives created by specific electoral institutions affect the behaviour of voters and party elites. It provides the first systematic analysis of multi-level politics at three distinct levels: regional, national, and European Parliament elections.
Comparative Politics
978-0-19-879153-9 | PB | 240pp £39.99/$59.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Left-of-Centre Parties and Trade Unions in the Twenty-First Century
Edited by Elin Haugsjård Allern, University of Oslo, and Tim Bale, Queen Mary University of London
This volume examines and assesses the contemporary relationships between old left-of-centre parties and trade unions in twelve countries that have been democracies since at least the mid- to late-1940s.
Comparative Politics
978-0-19-879047-1 | PB | 400pp £60/$95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

A Conservative Revolution?
Electoral Change in Twenty-First Century Ireland
Edited by Michael Marsh, Trinity College Dublin, David M. Farrell, University College Dublin, and Gail McElroy, Trinity College Dublin
This book examines Irish voting behaviour in the first decades of this century, with a particular focus on the 2011 election — an election held at a time of deep economic crisis.
Comparative Politics
978-0-19-874403-0 | PB | 240pp £55/$85
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Politics of Nuclear Energy in Western Europe
Edited by Wolfgang C. Müller, University of Vienna, and Paul W. Thurner, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
A comprehensive analysis of nuclear energy policies in the key Western Europe countries over the entire post-war period.
Comparative Politics
978-0-19-874703-1 | PB | 336pp £47.99/$74
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Democracy in the Woods
Environmental Conservation and Social Justice in India, Tanzania, and Mexico
Prakash Kashwan, University of Connecticut
• Presents a unique approach to answering questions about environmental protection and social justice by considering the role of land rights
• Examines the role of democracy in negotiating the contradictions between environmental protection and social justice goals
• The first comparative study to systematically examine the effects of contemporary political processes on the outcomes of institutional change, while accounting for the effects of colonial and post-colonial legacies
Democracy in the Woods examines the trajectories of forest and land rights in India, Tanzania, and Mexico to explain how societies negotiate the tensions between environmental protection and social justice. It shows that the social consequences of environmental protection depend, almost entirely, on political intermediation of competing claims to environmental resources.
Comparative Politics
978-0-19-063738-5 | PB | 336pp £47.99/$74
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics
Election Watchdogs
Transparency, Accountability and Integrity
Edited by Pippa Norris, Harvard University, and Alessandro Nai, University of Amsterdam
- Presents cutting-edge research in an accessible manner
- Provides an integrated theoretical framework and new evidence for the study of electoral governance by focusing on the role of the international community, core state institutions, and civil society actors in promoting transparency, accountability and integrity
- Evaluates the quality of elections through diverse cases and large scale comparative studies
Recent years have seen growing concern about vote fraud, election-rigging, and maladministration. When problems come to light, however, is anyone held to account and are effective remedies implemented? This volume collects essays from international experts who compare alternative approaches and apply these methods to evaluate the quality of elections in several areas, including the United States, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Latin America. Election Watchdogs: Transparency, Accountability and Integrity presents new insights into the importance of diverse actors who promote electoral transparency, accountability, and ultimately the integrity of electoral governance.
UK: Jul 2017 / US: Jun 2017
978-0-19-067781-7 | HB | 296pp £64/$99
978-0-19-067780-0 | PB | 296pp £25.99/$39.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Unusually Cruel
Prisons, Punishment, and the Real American Exceptionalism
Marc Morjé Howard, Georgetown University
- Conducts a comparative study of major Western prison systems to highlight distinctions between the US and other advanced, industrial democracies
- Engaging and dynamic assessment of American incarceration that not only critiques the current structure but also provides possible solutions
- Uses a new methodology to assess the overall efficacy of carceral punishment
In Unusually Cruel, Mark Morjé Howard shows how far outside the norm – and how different from systems in other advanced, industrial democracies – US prisons are.
978-0-19-065934-9 | HB | 296pp £64/$99
978-0-19-065933-2 | PB | 296pp £18.99/$27.95
Available as an Ebook

The Participation Gap
Social Status and Political Inequality
Russell J. Dalton, University of California, Irvine
- Provides a comprehensive study of political participation across contemporary democracies
- Focuses on the central theoretical question of who participates and biases in participation and demonstrates the growing social inequality in political participation
- Examines generational patterns of participation with a special focus on Millennials
This volume examines the changing patterns of political participation over the past quarter of a century and the ways they have altered the relationship between citizens and their government. It documents the growing participation gap in contemporary democracies and proposes a variety of methods to narrow the gap.
978-0-19-873360-7 | HB | 260pp £80/$120
978-0-19-873359-4 | PB | 260pp £29.99/$45.00
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Deadly Justice
A Statistical Portrait of the Death Penalty
Frank Baumgartner, Marty Davidson, Kaneesha Johnson, Arvind Krishnamurthy and Colin Wilson, all at University of North Carolina
Forty years and 1,400 executions after the U.S. Supreme Court ruled the death penalty unconstitutional, eminent political scientist Frank Baumgartner and a team of younger scholars have collaborated to assess the empirical record and provide a definitive account of how the death penalty has been implemented. A Statistical Portrait of the Death Penalty shows that all the flaws that caused the Supreme Court to invalidate the death penalty in 1972 remain and indeed that new problems have arisen. Far from ‘perfecting the mechanism’ of death, the modern system has failed.
978-0-19-848154-0 | HB | 416pp £80/$120
978-0-19-848153-3 | PB | 416pp £29.99/$45.00
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Voters and Voting in Context
Multiple Contexts and the Heterogeneous German Electorate
Edited by Harald Schoen, University of Mannheim, Sigrid Roßteutscher, Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main, Rüdiger Schmitt-Beck, University of Mannheim, Bernhard Weßels, and Christof Wolf
This volume examines and assesses the role of context in affecting electoral behaviour.
978-0-19-879213-0 | HB | 352pp £65/$85
978-0-19-879212-3 | PB | 352pp £18.99/$27.95
Available as an Ebook

Party and Democracy
The Uneven Road to Party Legitimacy
Piero Ignazi, University of Bologna
This volume examines the arguments for, and evidence of, the growing mismatch between political parties and society at large.
978-0-19-873555-4 | HB | 336pp £60/$88
978-0-19-873554-7 | PB | 336pp £23.99/$35.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

COMPARATIVE POLITICS

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics
The Paradox of German Power
Hans Kundnani
The Paradox of German Power dispels the conflicting pressures at play in Germany today and how these influence its politics, economic strategy, and foreign policy.
US: Apr 2017* 978-0-19-065580-7 (HB | 352pp | $125)

Haunted presents
Europeans, Muslim immigrants and the onus of European-Jewish histories
Amikam Nachmani, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan
The story behind Muslim mass migration, the terror in Europe and the road to peace.
US: Jun 2017 9781784993078 (HB | 192pp | $115)

International Relations and the European Union
Christopher Hill
University of Cambridge, Michael Smith, University of Warwick, and Sophie Vanhoonacker, Maastricht University
• Chapters on theories, institutions, policy areas, and the EU’s relationship with selected countries make (International Relations and the European Union) the most comprehensive text available on this subject
• Systematically incorporates the study of IR into an examination of the EU’s external relations
• A team of leading experts provide authoritative coverage of the many aspects of the EU’s external relations
The most comprehensive introduction to the EU’s role in the international system, written by a team of international experts, and incorporating the study of the EU’s world role into the wider field of international relations, this book is the key text for anyone wishing to understand the EU’s external relations.
NEUP

The Paradox of German Power
Hans Kundnani
The Paradox of German Power dispels the conflicting pressures at play in Germany today and how these influence its politics, economic strategy, and foreign policy.
US: Apr 2017* 978-0-19-065580-7 (HB | 352pp | $125)

Haunted presents
Europeans, Muslim immigrants and the onus of European-Jewish histories
Amikam Nachmani, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan
The story behind Muslim mass migration, the terror in Europe and the road to peace.
US: Jun 2017 9781784993078 (HB | 192pp | $115)

International Relations and the European Union
Christopher Hill
University of Cambridge, Michael Smith, University of Warwick, and Sophie Vanhoonacker, Maastricht University
• Chapters on theories, institutions, policy areas, and the EU’s relationship with selected countries make (International Relations and the European Union) the most comprehensive text available on this subject
• Systematically incorporates the study of IR into an examination of the EU’s external relations
• A team of leading experts provide authoritative coverage of the many aspects of the EU’s external relations
The most comprehensive introduction to the EU’s role in the international system, written by a team of international experts, and incorporating the study of the EU’s world role into the wider field of international relations, this book is the key text for anyone wishing to understand the EU’s external relations.
NEUP

Reforming Democracy
Institutional Engineering in Western Europe
Camille Bedock, Université libre de Bruxelles
This volume explores when, why, and how, democratic institutions are reformed.
Comparative Politics

PARTNER PUBLISHER
The Far Right in the Balkans
Vera Stojanová, Maryk University
The first book to provide comprehensive coverage of the far right parties in the Balkans.
US: Jun 2017 9781526117038 (PB | 192pp | $32.95)

Slippery Slope
Brexit and Europe’s Troubled Future
Giles Merritt
• A hard-hitting warning for the future of Europe and the EU from one of Europe’s most influential political commentators
• Argues that the future is gloomy unless tough and painful action is taken now
A hard-hitting warning that Europe’s prospects are gloomy unless Europeans awake from their torpor and embrace the often difficult changes necessary to flourish in the 21st century world. From one of our most influential thinkers on European matters.
978-0-19-875786-3 (HB | 288pp | £16.99/$29.95)

PARTNER PUBLISHER
The Europeisation of Conflict Resolution
Regional Integration and Conflicts from the 1950s to the 21st Century
Boyka Stefanova, University of Texas at San Antonio
This book is about the EU’s role in conflict resolution and reconciliation in Europe.
Ever since it was implemented as a political project of the post-World War II reality in Western Europe, European integration has been credited with performing conflict resolution functions. It allegedly transformed the long-standing adversarial relationship between France and Germany into a strategic partnership. Conflict in Western Europe became obsolete. The end of the Cold War further reinforced its role as a regional peace project.
Europe in Change
US: Jun 2017 9781526117045 (PB | 192pp | £16.99/$21.95)

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics
After Austerity
Welfare State Transformation in Europe after the Great Recession
Edited by Peter Taylor-Gooby, Benjamin Leruth, and Heejung Chung. All at University of Kent.
- Provides essential material to help understand a rapidly changing field
- Provides a multidisciplinary approach
- Features contributions from leading figures
This book examines European welfare states, how and why they are changing, and how they are likely to develop.
978-0-19-879025-7 | PB | 256pp £19.99/$25
978-0-19-879026-4 | HB | 256pp £65/$80
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Extending Experimentalist Governance?
The European Union and Transnational Regulation
Edited by Jonathan Zeitlin. University of Amst.
- Provides in-depth case studies by leading international experts
- Provides a distinctive theoretical framework and integrated treatment of EU internal and external governance
This book analyses the current state of transnational regulation within the European Union (EU).
978-0-19-880306-5 | PB | 432pp £25.45
978-0-19-872450-6 | HB | 432pp £55/50
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Controlling the EU Executive?
The Politics of Delegation in the European Union
Gís Jan Brandsma. Utrecht University, and Jens Blom-Hansen. Aarhus University
This volume investigates inter-institutional conflicts in the EU system, specifically over delegation of rule-making power to the European Commission.
978-0-19-867690-9 | HB | 224pp £55.50
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Counter-Revolution
Liberal Europe in Retreat
Jan Zielonka. University of Oxford
- A bold attempt to tackle the extraordinary problems facing present-day Europe
- A provocative argument, accessibly presented in a series of heartfelt letters
- Ranges across politics, economics, and culture
This book is a bold attempt to make sense of the extraordinary events taking place in present-day Europe.
UK: Jan 2018 / US: Mar 2018
978-0-19-868055-6 | HB | 192pp £14.99/$19.95
Available as an Ebook

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Crisis in Greece
Peter Siani-Davies. University College London
Readable primer for anyone interested in understanding the Greek financial crisis vis a vis Europe.
US: Sep 2017
978-0-19-045672-6 | PB | 216pp $24.95
Published by Hurst* | Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER
The New Politics of Italy
In Search of the Second Republic
Paul Furlong. University of Cardiff
This short and engaging text goes beyond standard empirical accounts of the workings of government to offer a new interpretative analysis, developing arguments to locate Italy’s missing Second Republic in the comparative context of European politics.
US: Mar 2018
9781526105591 | PB | 288pp $24.95
9781526105516 | HB | 288pp $100
Published by Manchester University Press* | Distributed by OUP USA

Liberalism in Illiberal States
Ideas and Economic Adjustment in Contemporary Europe
Mark I. Vail. Tulane University
Liberalism in Illiberal States analyzes developments in fiscal policy and state investment, labor-market policy and related social policies, and finance, three areas that have been central to the evolving relationship between state and market in advanced industrial countries during the contemporary era of transnational neoliberalism. It shows that all three have rejected neoliberal strategies and preserved non-market arrangements and robust roles for public authority and concludes that ideas have been powerful drivers of adjustment for economically illiberal states.
978-0-19-068399-3 | PB | 216pp £19.99/$29.95
978-0-19-068398-6 | HB | 240pp £64/95

Order Online at: www.oup.com
Agonistic Mourning

Political Dissidence and the Women in Black

Athena Athanasiou, Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences

Through an ethnographic account of the urban feminist and antinationalist movement Women in Black of Belgrade during the Yugoslav wars, Athanasiou shows that we might understand their dissident politics of mourning as a means to refigure political life beyond sovereign accounts of subjectivity and agency.

Incitements

US: Jul 2017

978-0-19-025163-5 | PB | 264pp | £29.99/$39.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Biopolitics of Gender

Jemima Repo, Newcastle University

This book theorizes the idea of gender itself as an apparatus of power developed to reproduce life and labor. From its invention in 1950s psychiatry to its appropriation by feminism, demography and public policy, the book examines how gender has been deployed to optimize production and reproduction over the past sixty years.


978-0-19-065475-7 | PB | 240pp | £19.99/$29.95
978-0-19-065474-0 | HB | 258pp | £64.59/$99
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The State as Master

Marina Ågren, Uppsala University

A new gendered approach to the rise of the modern state in Sweden over the long eighteenth century.

Gender in History

US: Oct 2017

9781526100641 | HB | 200pp | $110
Published by Manchester University Press* Distributed by OUP USA

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.comacademic/politics
Fragile Freedoms
The Global Struggle for Human Rights
Edited by Steven Lecce, Neil McArthur, Arthur Schafer; all at University of Manitoba
This book is based upon a lecture series that took place between September 2013 and May 2014 to inaugurate the new Canadian Museum for Human Rights. It brings together some of the most influential contemporary thinkers on the theory and practice of human rights.
978-0-19-022718-7 | PB | 224pp £47.99/$74.95
978-0-19-022718-0 | HB | 230pp £149.99
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The American Convention on Human Rights
Essential Rights
Thomas M. Antkowiak, Seattle University and Alejandro González, University of Washington
This book offers a thorough, critical, and accessible analysis of the American Convention on Human Rights which is the main human rights treaty of the Americas. The authors closely review the jurisprudence and the binding judgments of the two institutions charged with interpreting the Convention: The Inter-American Court of Human Rights and The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. They focus on the rights most developed by the Court and Commission, namely the rights to equality, life, humane treatment, personal liberty, property, due process and judicial protection, as well as the freedom of expression and reparations. They examine the case law with a victim-centered lens while identifying key jurisprudential developments, discussing critical areas that lack consistency and rigor, and proposing alternative conceptual approaches.
978-0-19-099568-3 | HB | 320pp £62.50
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarly Authorities on International Law Online

Debating Religious Liberty and Discrimination
John Corvino, Wayne State University, Sherif Girgis, and Ryan T. Anderson, The Heritage Foundation
This book explores emerging conflicts about religious liberty and discrimination. In point-counterpoint format, it brings together longtime LGBT rights advocate John Corvino and rising conservative thinkers Ryan T. Anderson and Sherif Girgis to debate Religious Freedom Restoration Acts (RFRA), anti-discrimination law, and age-old questions about identity, morality, and society.
UK: Jul 2017 / US: Apr 2017
978-0-19-063307-6 | PB | 332pp £14.99/$24.95
Available as an Ebook

Refuge
Rethinking Refugee Policy in a Changing World
Paul Collier and Alexander Betts, both at University of Oxford
Immigration has become the great divisive issue of our times. In Refuge, Paul Collier and Alexander Betts set out a policy vision that can empower refugees to help themselves, contribute to their host societies, and ultimately rebuild their countries of origin.
US: Aug 2017*
978-0-19-065915-8 | PB | 322pp £8.95

Taking Root
Human Rights and Public Opinion in the Global South
James Ron, University of Minnesota; Shannon Golden, Center for Victims of Torture; David Crow, CID, Mexico, and Archana Pandya, openGlobalRights
While debates about human rights are waged in elite circles, what do publics in the global South think about human rights ideas and the organizations that promote them? Drawing on large-scale public opinion surveys and interviews with human rights practitioners in India, Mexico, Morocco, and Nigeria, Taking Root argues that most people broadly support human rights, but often do not engage with local rights groups.
UK: Sep 2017 / US: Jun 2017
978-0-19-977505-1 | PB | 248pp £16.99/$24.95
978-0-19-977504-4 | HB | 248pp £64.99
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Human Trafficking
The Complexities of Exploitation
Edited by Margaret Malloch, University of Stirling, and Paul Rigby
What is human trafficking? This volume critically examines the competing discourses surrounding human trafficking, the conceptual basis of global responses and the impact of these horrific acts worldwide.
US: Aug 2017
9781744283855 | NEV inPB | 94pp £29.95
Published by Edinburgh University Press* Distributed by OUP USA

East Asia’s Other Miracle
Explaining the Decline of Mass Atrocities
Alex J. Bellamy, The University of Queensland
Mass atrocities were once a common occurrence in East Asia. Yet, over the past three decades, mass atrocities have declined in East Asia to the point of near elimination. This book explains how and why.
978-0-19-877793-9 | PB | 322pp £16.99/$24.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
Stemming the Tide

Human Rights and Water Policy in a Neoliberal World

Madeline Baer, San Diego State University

When privatization of public services swept the developing world in the 1990s, it was part of a seemingly unstoppable tide of neoliberal reforms aimed at reducing the role of the state and reorienting economies toward market-led policymaking. Consequently, water privatization sparked a fierce debate over whether public services should be owned and managed by private corporations, and gave rise to a water justice movement that redefined water services as basic human rights. Stemming the Tide explores how the human right to water and sanitation is fulfilled in different contexts, whether neoliberal policies like privatization pose a threat to the right to water, and whether rights fulfillment leads to meaningful social change.

978-0-19-937978-1 | HB | 376pp £22.99/$34.95
978-0-19-937977-4 | PB | 376pp £18.99/$27.95

PARTNER PUBLISHER

How Long Will Israel Survive?

The Threat From Within

Gregg Carlstrom, correspondent for The Times and The Economist

The greatest threat to Israel may come from within, not without, as Carlstrom explains in his deft account of a nation’s identity crisis.

US: Nov 2017
978-0-19-068012-1 | HB | 224pp £64/$99
978-0-19-068013-8 | PB | 224pp £18.99/$27.95

PARTNER PUBLISHER

America’s Covert War In East Africa

Surveillance, Rendition, Assassination

Clara Usiskin, Human Rights Investigator

A tough-minded investigation of how legal process and human rights have been ignored in the search for often non-existent terrorists in Africa.

US: Dec 2017
9781849044547 | HB | 224pp £24.95

PARTNER PUBLISHER

The Peace Continuum

What It is and How to Study It

Christian Davenport, University of Notre Dame,
Eric Melander, University of Uppsala, and
Patrick Regan, University of Notre Dame

Argues that important analytical leverage can be gained from studying peace as a continuum and that it can be measured in all societies.

Studies in Strategic Peacebuilding
978-0-19-068012-1 | HB | 224pp £64/$99
978-0-19-068013-8 | PB | 224pp £18.99/$27.95

Join the OUP mailing list

Joining our mailing list is the best way to keep up-to-date with OUP.
With our regular news and publishing alerts you can:
• Find out about new products
• Take advantage of special offers and sales
• Discover free content, including exclusive OUPblog articles, videos, and podcasts from our authors
• Read articles from a range of leading journals

Sign up now at global.oup.com/academic/emailpreferences/signin
Since its inception in 1947, Pakistan has used Islamist militants to wage jihad and compensate for severe state weakness. Although initially successful, this strategy has become extremely dangerous. In order to avoid catastrophe, Pakistan will have to abandon it and thoroughly reconceptualize the Pakistani state.

Order Online at: www.oup.com
Grassroots Global Governance
Local Watershed Management Experiments and the Evolution of Sustainable Development
Craig M. Kaufman, University of Oregon
To address global problems like climate change, transnational networks promote ‘best practices’ locally around the world. Grassroots Global Governance explains the variations in their success levels and why implementing these ‘global ideas’ locally causes them to evolve at the international level.
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

NEW IN PAPERBACK
International Arbitration and Global Governance Contending Theories and Evidence
Edited by Walter Mattli, Oxford University, and Thomas Dietz, University of Muenster
International Arbitration and Global Governance is the first book offering a wide-ranging and up-to-date analytical overview of arguments in a vigorous nascent interdisciplinary debate about international arbitration courts and their exercise of private governance power.
978-0-19-879867-5 | HB | 272pp | £18.99/$30
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

PARTNER PUBLISHER
The Despot’s Accomplice
How the West is Aiding and Abetting the Decline of Democracy
Brian Klaas, LSE
Klaas examines why the West is losing the global battle for democracy and how to start winning it again. The book is truly global in scope; it includes references to dozens of countries, and in-depth reporting and analysis on countries in sub-Saharan Africa, Southeast Asia, Eastern Europe, and the Middle East.
US: Mar 2017
Published by Hurst | Distributed by OUP USA

Norms Without the Great Powers
International Law and Changing Social Standards in World Politics
Adam Bower, University of St Andrews
This book explores the nature of power in world politics, and the particular role that law plays in defining the meaning and deployment of power in the international system.
978-0-19-879863-7 | HB | 320pp | £30.00
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Globalization of International Society
Edited by Tim Dunne, and Christian Reuss-Smit, both at University of Queensland
• Features contributions from leading scholars in this field
• Provides a reconsidered approach to the process of globalization
This volume reconsiders the process of globalization, drawing on a wealth of new perspectives to understand better this momentous historical development.
978-0-19-879342-4 | HB | 320pp | £30/£51.00
978-0-19-879342-3 | HB | 320pp | £30.00
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Grassroots Global Governance
Egypt’s Road Beyond Revolt
H.A. Hellyer, RUSI
Egypt’s democratic experiment has been derailed, but will her people remain committed to progressive change, and at what cost? Hellyer’s first-hand knowledge of the country suggests the price will be high.
US: Feb 2017
978-0-19-065973-8 | HB | 320pp | $39.95
Published by Hurst | Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER
The European Union’s Policy Towards Mercosur
Responsive Not Strategic
Arantza Gomez Arana, Birmingham City University
This book provides a distinctive and empirically rich account of the European Union’s relationship with the Common Market of the South (Mercosur). It seeks to examine the motivations that determine the EU’s policy towards Mercosur; the most important relationship the EU has with another regional economic integration organization.
European Policy Research Unit Series
US: Mar 2017
9780190969455 | HB | 260pp | $115
Published by Manchester University Press | Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Organizational Progeny
Why Governments are Losing Control over the Proliferating Structures of Global Governance
Tana Johnson, Duke University
Organizational Progeny uses fascinating new data on nearly 200 inter-governmental organizations and detailed accounts of the origins of prominent and diverse institutions. It argues that we are experiencing a proliferation of organizational progeny over which national governments are literally losing ‘control’.
978-0-19-879845-3 | HB | 320pp | £30/$50
978-0-19-871779-9 | HB | 320pp | £18.99/$29.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Nationalism and War
John Hutchinson, London School of Economics
This volume examines the changing relationship between warfare, its changing forms, and the rise of the nation as a political category.
978-0-19-879845-3 | HB | 240pp | £35/£55
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics
Complicit Sisters
Gender and Women’s Issues across North-South Divides
Sara de Jong, Open University
This book explores the reflections of women in the global North whose ‘doing good’ work is aimed at improving conditions for other women. Drawing on interviews with women NGO workers in seven different European countries about their experiences and perspectives on working on gendered issues affecting women in the global South, this book looks at the ways in which the work they do is embedded in power structures and inequalities.

Equal Opportunity Peacekeeping
Women, Peace, and Security in Post-Conflict States
Sabrina Karim, and Kyle Beardsley, Duke University
Despite reforms that have realized major improvements, gender power imbalances within and through peacekeeping missions continue to pose major challenges. Sabrina Karim and Kyle Beardsley explore how increasing the representation of women, particularly through an ‘equal opportunity’ framework, will help peacekeeping operations become more of a vehicle for gender equality globally.

Gender, UN Peacebuilding, and the Politics of Space
Locating Legitimacy
Laura J Shepherd, University of New South Wales
The United Nations Peacebuilding Commission (UNPBC) was established in December 2005 to develop outlines of best practice in post-conflict reconstruction, and to secure the political and material resources necessary to assist states in transition from conflict to peacetime. However, a 2010 review found that the hopes of the UN peacebuilding architecture had yet to be realized. Laura J. Shepherd draws upon original fieldwork that she conducted with the UNPBC to argue that the spatial politics of peacebuilding are not only gendered – such that they further marginalize and disadvantage indigenous populations in peacebuilding activities – but also perpetuate hierarchies that privilege the international over the domestic realms.

BLOOD OIL
Dangers, big business, and a political elite run the world
Leif Wenar, King’s College London
In this sweeping book, one of today’s leading political philosophers, Leif Wenar, goes behind the headlines in search of the hidden global rule that thwarts democracy and development – and that puts shoppers into business with some of today’s most dangerous men.

Order Online at: www.oup.com
NEW IN PAPERBACK

Foreign Fighters: Transnational Identity in Civil Conflicts
David Malet, The George Washington University
Transnational participation in insurgencies, often associated with Islamists, has been prevalent in wars throughout history. Foreign Fighters is the comprehensive study of foreign fighters. It examines patterns of recruitment using original data sets and detailed diverse case studies, and how recruiters use frames of existential threat to strengthen rebel groups.
UK: Jun 2017 / US: May 2017
978-0-19-965119-9 | PB | 288pp $19.95

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Guardians of the Arab State: When Militaries Intervene in Politics, from Iraq to Mauritania
Florence Gaub, European Union Institute for Security Studies
A history of the influence of the armed forces in the Arab world in shaping the region’s political landscape over the last three decades.
US: Aug 2017
978-0-19-065761-7 | HB | 244pp $34.5
Published by Hurst* Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

The Great Game in West Asia: Iran, Turkey and the South Caucasus
Edited by Mehran Kamrava, Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service in Qatar
A pertinent analysis of the strategic competition between the two major powers of West Asia, and the emergence of a new ‘Great Game’.
US: Jul 2017
978-0-19-066070-4 | PB | 232pp $14.95
Published by Hurst* Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Dangerous Diplomacy: Bureaucracy, Power Politics, and the Role of the UN Secretariat in Rwanda
Herman T. Salton, Asian University for Women, Bangladesh and USA
This book carries out an in-depth reassessment of the role of the UN Secretariat during the Rwandan genocide, focusing in particular on decision-making processes in New York.
978-0-19-975335-9 | HB | 300pp $60.0
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Digital DNA: Disruption and the Challenges for Global Governance
Peter F. Cowhey, University of California, San Diego, and Jonathan D. Aronson, University of Southern California
• Examines how digital technologies are the digital DNA that are transforming the business models of firms, including agriculture, manufacturing, services, and ICT
• Shows how changes in business models force changes in the innovation systems of all national economies
• Identifies the role of institutional design for strategy and policy to support the ‘information and production disruption’
Innovation in information and production technologies is generating both benefits and disruption, rapidly altering how firms and markets perform at a basic level. Digital DNA is an engaging examination of the opportunities, challenges, and ways that countries and the international community can govern developments for broad benefit.
Published by OUP USA

Ask What You Can Do For Your (New) Country: How Host States Use Diasporas
Nadejda K Marinova, Wayne State University
Ask What You Can Do for Your (New) Country focuses on a previously unexamined phenomenon: when, how and for what reasons host states use diasporas and the ethnic lobbies they generate to advance foreign policy goals. Nadejda K Marinova develops a theoretical model for determining the conditions under which a host state will decide to promote and utilize an ethnic lobby, and she tests it against eight cases, delving into the multiple avenues in which it takes place, across a variety of regimes and political, security and commercial matters.
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

PARTNER PUBLISHER

The NGO CARE and Food Aid From America 1945-80: Showered With Kindness?
Heike Wieters, Humboldt University of Berlin
This book on the humanitarian NGO CARE offers a unique historical insight into the successes and crises of one of the major private humanitarian players throughout the second half of the 20th century. Humanitarianism Key Debates and New Approaches.
US: Jul 2017
9781526172122 | HB | 416pp $30.0
Published by Manchester University Press* Distributed by OUP USA
what happens to ‘the rule of law’. Experts in Brussels to villages in rural Bangladesh, norms and local contexts, from global norms about interaction between global

This book examines the interaction between global norms and local contexts, from global norms about ‘the rule of law’ from the desks of development experts in Brussels to villages in rural Bangladesh, and what happens to ‘the rule of law’.

Current Debates in Peace and Conflict Studies
Houston Wood, Hawai‘i Pacific University

Designed for introductory Peace Studies courses, this reader will comprise approximately 45-60 readings. This reader is intended to work with a range of reading possibilities by including a variety of reading types that are both theoretical/methodological and more practical/real world oriented.

Regulating the Polluters
Markets and Strategies for Protecting the Global Environment
Alexander Ovodenko
US Department of Energy

Why have national governments created different international rules and institutions to address global environmental issues? Alexander Ovodenko argues that this variation can be explained by looking to a dynamic that has been thus far downplayed by the literature on global environmental governance: the structures of industries regulated by environmental rules. Regulating the Polluters inverts the literature on regulatory capture and collective action by presenting empirical evidence of the irony of market power in global environmental politics.

Global Norms and Local Courts
Translating the Rule of Law in Bangladesh
Tobias Berger, Otto Suhr Institute for Political Science, Freie Universität Berlin

This book examines the interaction between global norms and local contexts, from global norms about ‘the rule of law’ from the desks of development experts in Brussels to villages in rural Bangladesh, and what happens to ‘the rule of law’.

SIPRI Yearbook 2017
Arms Control, Disarmament and International Security
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute

• The 48th edition of the SIPRI Yearbook analyses developments in 2016 in security and conflicts; military spending and armaments; and non-proliferation, arms control and disarmament
• Contains extensive annexes on the implementation of arms control and disarmament agreements, and a chronology of events during the year in the area of security and arms control

The 48th edition of the SIPRI Yearbook analyses developments in 2016 in security and conflicts; military spending and armaments; non-proliferation, arms control; and disarmament. SIPRI Yearbook Series

Moral Victories
The Ethics of Winning Wars
Edited by Andrew R. Hom, University of Edinburgh, Cian O’Driscoll, University of Glasgow, and Kurt Mills, University of Dundee

Moral Victories is the first book-length treatment of the ethical dimensions of victory in war.

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Russian-American Relations in the Post-Cold War World
James W. Peterson, Valdosta State University

This book offers a step-by-step analysis of key stages in the development of the Russian-American relationship since the late Cold War. Through its lenses one can perceive the roots of the Crimean crisis of 2014 as well as the path to a more promising future for the two global powers as well as the world.

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Small States in World Politics
The Story of Small State Survival, 1648-2016
Matthias Maass, Yonsei University’s Graduate School of International Studies in Seoul

The book tackles the issue of small state survival. It focuses on the state level, where it finds the key factors that determine small state survival and proliferation. The author demonstrates theoretically, quantitatively, and historically that small state survival depends first-and-foremost on the structure and particular features of the states system in which the small state finds itself.

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Friendship Among Nations
History of a Concept
Evgeny Roshchin, Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration (RANEPA), St. Petersburg

This is a study of friendship in international politics. It offers the history of friendship, and shows the role of friendship in building various legal and political orders on both equal and unequal terms. Told through an examination of sources ranging from diplomatic letters and bilateral treaties to poems and philosophical treaties.

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Regulating the Polluters
Markets and Strategies for Protecting the Global Environment
Alexander Ovodenko
US Department of Energy

Why have national governments created different international rules and institutions to address global environmental issues? Alexander Ovodenko argues that this variation can be explained by looking to a dynamic that has thus far been downplayed by the literature on global environmental governance: the structures of industries regulated by environmental rules. Regulating the Polluters inverts the literature on regulatory capture and collective action by presenting empirical evidence of the irony of market power in global environmental politics.
NEW IN PAPERBACK

Mission Failure
America and the World in the Post-Cold War Era
Michael Mandelbaum.
Johns Hopkins-SAS
Mission Failure argues that, in the past 25 years, the U.S. military has turned to missions that are largely humanitarian and socio-political – and that this ideologically-driven foreign policy generally leads to failure.
978-0-19-069224-7 | PB | 304pp | £14.99/$21.95
978-0-19-046947-4 | HB | 304pp | £19.99/$29.95

China and the Geopolitics of Rare Earths
Sophia Kalantzakos. New York University
Focusing on China’s monopoly over the rare earth industry, this book examines the impacts of growing worldwide resource competition and the complexities policymakers face as they develop strategies and responses in an increasingly globalized world.
978-0-19-067059-1 | HB | 244pp | £19.99/$29.95
Available as an eBook

The BRICS and Collective Financial Statecraft
Cynthia Roberts. Hunter College, Leslie Armino. Portland State University and Saori Katada, USC
The BRICS (China, Russia, India, Brazil, and South Africa), an exclusive international club, perceive an ongoing global power shift and contest the West’s pretensions to permanent stewardship of the liberal economic order. Against expectations, they have exercised collective financial statecraft with remarkable success to seek reforms, influence, and leadership roles.
978-0-19-069751-8 | HB | 272pp | £64/$99
978-0-19-069752-5 | PB | 272pp | £20.99/$31.95

Of Friends and Foes
Reputation and Learning in International Politics
Mark Crescenzi. University of North Carolina
Develops a theory of reputation dynamics to help identify when reputations form in ways that affect world politics, both in the realms of international conflict and cooperation.
978-0-19-066955-5 | PB | 272pp | £19.99/$29.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Trustng Enemies
Nicholas J. Wheeler. University of Birmingham
• Major new work from one of the world’s leading International Relations scholars
• An important contribution to International Relations theory and practice
• Provides the most authoritative assessment of trust research in International Relations to date
An ambitious new book by one of the world’s leading International Relations scholars, in which he develops a comprehensive, multidisciplinary approach to trust and applies this framework to the issue of building trust at the international level.

UK: Mar 2018 / US: Jan 2018
978-0-19-066947-3 | HB | 436pp | £35/$54

The Working World of International Organizations
Authority, Capacity, Legitimacy
Xu Yi-chong and Patrick Weller. both at School of Government and International Relations, Griffith University
This volume examines the actions and decisions of International Organizations (IOs), and through a comparative study of six IOs examines how their structures, rules, and norms shape the choice-selections of players.

UK: Jan 2018 / US: Feb 2018
978-0-19-871949-6 | HB | 436pp | £60/$90
Available as an eBook

The Myth of International Order
Why Weak States Persist and Alternatives to the State Faded Away
Arjun Chowdhury. University of British Columbia
This ambitious book takes on a fundamental political puzzle: most states in the international system are ‘weak’ states, states unable to monopolize violence or provide public goods, and yet the nation-state remains the primary organizational form for world politics. In addressing this, Arjun Chowdhury shows why states everywhere face popular dissatisfaction with their performance, and why addressing this dissatisfaction – through institutional alternatives to the state like the European Union, or through higher taxation – is so difficult.

978-0-19-066671-0 | HB | 272pp | £64/$99
978-0-19-066672-7 | PB | 272pp | £19.99/$29.95

Coercion
The Power to Hurt in International Politics
Edited by Kelly Greenhill. Tufts University, and Peter Krause, Boston College
In Coercion, leading international relations scholars Kelly M. Greenhill and Peter Krause have gathered together an eminent cast of contributors to produce what promises to be a field-shaping work on one of IR’s most essential subjects: coercion, whether in the form of compellence, deterrence, or a mix of the two. The volume moves beyond these traditional premises and examines the critical issue of coercion in the 21st century, capturing fresh theoretical and policy relevant developments and drawing upon data and cases from across time and around the globe.

978-0-19-084633-6 | HB | 384pp | £64/$99
978-0-19-084634-3 | PB | 384pp | £25.99/$39.95

Targeted Development
Industrialized Country Strategy in a Globalized World
Sarah Bermeo. Duke University
As industrialized countries find it increasingly difficult to insulate themselves from residual impacts associated with underdevelopment abroad, they now pursue a strategy of ‘targeted development,’ in which they fund and advocate for development projects when and where it serves their own self-interests. Targeted Development examines this strategy in areas such as foreign aid, trade agreements, and climate finance.

UK: Mar 2018 / US: Jan 2018
978-0-19-085183-5 | PB | 192pp | £19.99/$29.95
978-0-19-085182-8 | HB | 192pp | £64/$99
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PARTNER PUBLISHER

**Nasser’s Blessed Movement**

*Egypt’s Free Officers and the July Revolution With a New Introduction*

**Joel Gordon, University of Arkansas**

This essential book explores the early years of military rule following the Free Officers’ coup of 1952. Enriched by interviews with actors in and observers of the events, Nasser’s Blessed Movement shows how the officers’ belief in a quick reformation by force was transformed into a vital, long-term process that changed the face of Egypt. Joel Gordon analyzes the goals, programs, successes, and failures of the young regime, providing the most comprehensive account of the Egyptian revolution to date.

**US: Oct 2016**

978-0-19-049937-2 | PB | 280pp $34.95

Published by The American University in Cairo Press*

Distributed by OUP USA

---

**Salafi-Jihadism**

*The History of an Idea*

**Shiraz Maher, King’s College London**

Concise introduction to salafi-jihadism from its origins in the Hindu Kush to insurgencies in the 1990s and beyond.

**US: Oct 2016**

978-0-19-065112-1 | HB | 266pp $29.95

Published by Hurst*

Distributed by OUP USA

---

**Gateways to the World**

*Port Cities in the Persian Gulf*

Edited by Mehran Kamrava, Georgetown University

Alongside such aspiring global cities as Doha, Abu Dhabi, and Dubai there are port cities that appear to have their best days behind them, and others that have largely retained their traditional fabrics.

**US: Nov 2016**

978-0-19-049936-5 | PB | 280pp $33

Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Published by Hurst*

Distributed by OUP USA

---

**Arguing Islam after the Revival of Arab Politics**

*Nathan J. Brown, The George Washington University*

- Takes a realist’s view and does not speculate about the democratic future of the Middle East region
- Offers a very promising critique of the way in which liberal theorists and policymakers talk about politics in the Middle East

*Arguing Islam after the Revival of Arab Politics analyzes the politics of religion in the Arab world after the emergence of new public spheres over the past few decades. The book examines those spheres as they really are, not measuring them against any ideal of democratic deliberation.*


978-0-19-061942-8 | HB | 266pp $49.95

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

---

**Inside the Muslim Brotherhood**

*Religion, Identity, and Politics*

**Khalil al-Anani, Doha Institute for Graduate Studies**

Inside the Muslim Brotherhood provides a comprehensive analysis of the organization’s identity, organization, and activism in Egypt since 1981. It also explains the Brotherhood’s durability and its ability to persist in spite of regime repression and exclusion over the past three decades.

*Religion and Global Politics*

**UK: Nov 2016 / US: Sep 2016**

978-0-19-027973-8 | HB | 224pp $47.95

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

---

**NEW IN PAPERBACK**

**Gaza**

*A History*

**Jean-Pierre Filiu, University of Po, Paris**

Jean-Pierre Filiu’s book is the first comprehensive history of Gaza in any language. Through its millennium-long existence, Gaza has often been bitterly disputed while simultaneously and paradoxically enduring prolonged neglect. The endurance of Gaza and the Palestinians make the publication of Gaza: A History both timely and significant.

**US: Dec 2016**

978-0-19-062308-1 | PB | 440pp $31.95

---

**Contemporary Turkey in Conflict**

*Ethnicity, Islam and Politics*

**Tahir Abbas, Royal United Services Institute in London**

New perspectives on ethnic relations, Islam and neoliberalism have emerged in Turkey since the rise of the Justice and Development Party (AKP) in 2002. Placing the period within its historical and contemporary context, Tahir Abbas argues that what it is to be ethnically, religiously and culturally Turkish has been transformed. He explores how issues of political trust, social capital and intolerance towards minorities have characterised Turkey in the early years of the 21st-century. He shows how a radical neoliberal economic and conservative outlook has materialised, leading to a clash over the religious, political and cultural direction of Turkey.

**US: Dec 2016**

9781474417990 | PB | 224pp $18.95

9781474417983 | HB | 224pp $54.95

Published by Edinburgh University Press*

Distributed by OUP USA

---

**The Oslo Accords**

*A Critical Assessment*

**Petter Bauck, Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation, Mohammed Omer, Desmond Tutu, and Össur Skarphéðinsson**

More than twenty years have passed since Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization concluded the Oslo Accords, or Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Government Arrangements for Palestine. It was declared ‘a political breakthrough of immense importance.’ Through a number of essays written by renowned scholars and practitioners, the years since the Oslo Accords are scrutinized from a wide range of perspectives. Did the agreement have a reasonable chance of success? What went wrong, causing the treaty to derail and delay a real, workable solution? What are the recommendations today to show a way forward for the Israelis and the Palestinians?

**US: Dec 2016**

9789774167706 | PB | 352pp $19.95

Partners Publisher

---
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PARTNER PUBLISHER

Qatar
Securing the Global Ambitions of a City-State
David Roberts, King’s College London
Tiny Qatar projects influence globally via massive overseas investments and its involvement in foreign affairs. This book explains why.
US: Jan 2017
9781849044320 | PB | 360pp $49
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

The New Turkey and Its Discontents
Simon Waldman, King’s College, London, and Emre Caliskan, University of Oxford
Assesses social, religious and political polarisation under the AKP of Recep Erdogan and the likely consequences for Turkey’s evolution.
US: Feb 2017
978-0-19-066837-2 | PB | 360pp $27.95
978-0-19-066836-5 | HB | 360pp $74
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Life Is More Beautiful than Paradise
A Jihadist’s Own Story
Khaled al-Berry
Translated by Humphrey Davies
This book opens a window onto the mind of an extremist who turns out to be disarmingly like many other clever adolescents, and bears witness to a history with whose reverberations we continue to live. It also serves as an intelligent and critical guide for the reader to the movement’s unfamiliar debates and preoccupations, motives and intentions.
US: Feb 2017
9789774168062 | PB | 192pp $19.95
9789774168062 | HB | 192pp $100
Published by The American University in Cairo Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Negotiating Dissidence
The Pioneering Women of Arab Documentary
Stefanie Van de Peer, University of Exeter
Negotiating Dissidence traces the very beginnings of Arab women making documentaries in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), from the 1970s and 1980s in Egypt and Lebanon, to the 1990s and 2000s in Morocco and Syria. Supporting a historical overview of the documentary form in the Arab world with a series of in-depth case studies, Stefanie Van de Peer looks at the work of pioneering figures like Ateyyat El Abnoudy, the ‘mother of Egyptian documentary’, Tunisia’s Selma Baccar and the Palestinian filmmaker Mai Masri.
US: Mar 2017
9780748096062 | PB | 230pp $19.95
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Sectarianization
Mapping the New Politics of the Middle East
Nader Hashemi and Danny Postel, both at University of Denver
An anatomy of the increasing sectarianization of conflicts in the Middle East, by some of the leading scholars writing on the region.
US: Feb 2017
978-0-19-066488-4 | PB | 342pp $34.95
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Turkey Facing East
Islam, Modernity and Foreign Policy
Ayla Göl
Analyses Turkey’s relations with its Eastern neighbours – Azerbaijan, Armenia and the Soviet Union – during the emergence of the modern Turkish nation-state from the ruins of the Ottoman Empire.
US: Mar 2017
9781526107480 | PB | 272pp $22.95
Published by Manchester University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

Fridays of Rage
Al Jazeera, the Arab Spring, and Political Islam
Sam Cherribi, Emory University
• Presents a broad analysis of Al Jazeera, from its conception and evolution to the present day
• Considers the ways Al Jazeera shapes the views of Islamic communities around the world
Fridays of Rage gives readers a glimpse into how Al Jazeera has strategically cast its journalists as martyrs in the struggle for Arab freedom while promoting itself as the mouthpiece and advocate of the Arab public.
978-0-19-933738-3 | HB | 336pp £47.99/$74
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Migrant, Refugee, Smuggler, Savior
Peter Tinti and Tuesday Reitano
When states, charities, and NGOs either ignore or are overwhelmed by movement of people on a vast scale, criminal networks step into the breach. This book explains what happens next.
US: Mar 2017
978-0-19-068859-4 | PB | 336pp $29.95
Available as an Ebook

Citizen Hariri
Lebanon’s Neo-Liberal Reconstruction
Hannes Baumann, Liverpool University
A new political biography of the Titan of Lebanese politics, whose influential legacy continues to shape the Levant years after his assassination.
US: May 2017
978-0-19-068716-8 | HB | 256pp £35/$50
Available as an Ebook

Order Online at: www.oup.com
The January 2011 Egyptian uprising had dramatic, far-reaching effects on cultural production in Egypt. It sparked new developments and transformations reaching effects on cultural production in Egypt. The political struggles that predated 2011, and yet how this cultural resurgence had its roots in power and authority that took place after the uprising piece with the change in people’s relationship to production in Egypt since January 2011. They show in content and genre and laid open challenge to the cultural production in Egypt. This book argues that Internet diffusion and use in the Middle East enables meaningful micro-changes in citizens’ lives, even in states where no Arab Spring revolution occurred. Using ethnographic evidence and taking a comparative perspective, it presents a grass roots look at how new media use fits into the practice of everyday life.
MIDDLE EASTERN POLITICS

PARTNER PUBLISHER

The Hazaras and the Afghan State
Rebellion, Exclusion and the Struggle for Recognition
Niamatullah Ibrahimi
The Hazaras, numbering some 2.5 million, have for centuries faced persecution from Afghanistan’s majority Sunni population – politically, socially and economically. This book examines how and why.
US: Aug 2017
9781849040704 | HB | 244pp $30
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Public Space and Revolt
On the Occasion of Tahrir Square 2011
Sherene Seikaly and Elena Tzelepis
When the pro-democracy protests broke out in Egypt in January 2011, a remarkable sense of non-violent collectivity emerged in the public spaces of the country and beyond. Tahrir Square became the epicenter of a revolution and a public space of civic gathering. With this seismic event as its starting point, Public Space and Revolt stages a theoretical discussion on the definitions and redefinitions of the political-including political struggle, political subjectivity, political space, political actors, political responsibility—and their connections with notions of social justice, public gathering, and moral responsibility.
US: Jul 2017
9789774616828 | HB | 176pp $29.50
Published by The American University in Cairo Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

The Kurdish Question Revisited
Edited by Gareth Stansfield and Mohammed Shareef, both of University of Exeter
Most up-to-date examination of the place of the Kurds in the modern world.
US: Aug 2017
978-0-19-068718-2 | PB | 448pp $29.95
978-0-19-068717-5 | HB | 288pp $50
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Hezbollah
Mobilization and Power
Aurélie Daher
Drawing on first-hand interviews with rank and file members of Hezbollah, the author illuminates the inner workings of this Islamist terrorist group.
US: Sep 2017
978-0-19-045589-3 | HB | 288pp $37.50
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Identity, Conflict And Politics In Turkey, Iran And Pakistan
Edited by Gilles Dorronsoro and Olivier Grojean
A critical assessment of how identities shape political behaviour and violence in Iran, Turkey and Pakistan.
US: Sep 2017
978-0-19-084576-0 | HB | 288pp $30
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Political Change in the Middle East and North Africa
After the Arab Spring
Edited by Immaculada Szmolka, University of Granada
Taking a comparative approach, this book considers the ways in which political regimes have changed since the Arab Spring. It addresses a series of questions about political change in the context of the revolutions, upheavals and protests that have taken place in North Africa and the Arab Middle East since December 2010, and looks at the various processes that have been underway in the region.
US: Aug 2017
9781474415309 | HB | 384pp $39.95
9781474415286 | PB | 384pp $29.95
Published by The American University in Cairo Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

From Independence to Revolution
Egypt’s Islamists and the Contest for Power
Gillian Kennedy, King’s College London
Argues that the relationship between a divided Islamist movement and the state create a pattern of instability within Egypt.
US: Sep 2017
9781849040755 | PB | 240pp $29.95
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Islamic State, the Kurds and the Future of Iraq
Gareth Stansfield
University of Exeter
Considers what Islamic State means for the Kurds and the future of Iraq itself.
US: Dec 2017
9781849045612 | PB | 224pp $29.95
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

Rethinking Political Islam
Edited by Shadi Hamid
Brookings Institution
Edited and Translated by William McCants
Brookings Institution
• Shows an in-depth understanding of the ideology and goals of Islamist political groups
• Features the research of leading specialists who have evaluated the political situation in 12 Islamic nations
• Provides a nuanced and thorough analysis of contemporary political Islam and as well as the changing situation in Muslim countries across the globe
Rethinking Political Islam offers a fine-grained and definitive overview of the changing world of political Islam in the post-Arab Uprising era.
UK: Sep 2017 / US: Jul 2017
978-0-19-066520-3 | PB | 400pp £16.99 / $24.95
978-0-19-066519-7 | HB | 160pp £64 / $99
Available as an Ebook

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Jihad & Co.
Black Markets and Islamist Power
Aisha Ahmad, University of Toronto
Why are Islamists able to build state-like polities out of enduring civil war stalemate? By tracking the financial origins of jihadists in Afghanistan, Somalia, Pakistan, Mali, and Iraq, The Mosque and the Market shows that behind the heated rhetoric, there are hard economic reasons behind Islamist success.
978-0-19-066567-5 | HB | 316pp £19.98 / $29.95
Available as an Ebook

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Order Online at: www.oup.com
Contesting the Repressive State
Why Ordinary Egyptians Protested During the Arab Spring
Kira D. Jumet, Hamilton College
For years prior to the Arab Spring, opposition activists in Egypt organized protests with limited success. So why and how did thousands of Egyptian citizens suddenly take to the streets against the Mubarak regime in January 2011? Contesting the Repressive State not only answers this question, but asks specifically why and how people who are not part of political movements choose to engage or not engage in anti-government protest under repressive regimes. Ultimately, Kira D. Jumet explores how social media, violent government repression, changes in political opportunities, and the military influenced individual decisions to protest or not protest.
978-0-19-066845-1 | PB | 280pp $14.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Inside the Islamic Republic
Social Change in Post-Khomeini Iran
Edited by Mahmoud Monshipouri
Go beyond the media stereotype of fashionable parties in North Tehran to examine the quotidian realities of how society has evolved in Iran since the 1979 revolution.
US: Jan 2018
978-1-78499-252-6 | PB | 368pp $34.95
978-1-78499-253-3 | HB | 368pp $54.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Salafism After the Arab Awakening
Contending with People’s Power
Edited by Francesco Cavatorta, Universite Laval, and Fabio Merone, Dublin City University
Leading experts analyze the critical role played by Salafism across the Middle East in the wake of the Arab Spring.
US: Feb 2017
978-1-78499-250-9 | HB | 312pp $59.95
978-1-78499-251-6 | PB | 312pp $34.95
Published by Hurst* Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Al-Qaeda 2.0
A Critical Reader
Edited by Donald Holbrook, University of Lancaster
Foreword by Cerwyn Moore
An indispensable resource for understanding the evolution of Al-Qaeda since the death of Osama bin Laden.
US: Oct 2017
9780190856441 | PB | 520pp $32.95
Published by Hurst* Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Islamists and the Politics of the Arab Uprisings
Edited by Paola Rivetti, Dublin City University, and Hendrik Kraetzschmar, University of Leeds
How can we account for the internal conflicts among Islamist players after the recent Arab uprisings? What geopolitical reconfigurations have the uprisings created, and what opportunities have arisen for Islamists to claim a stronger political role in domestic and regional politics? These questions are addressed by the contributors to this volume who look at the dynamics in place during the aftermath of the Arab uprisings in a wide range of countries in the Middle East and North Africa.
US: Mar 2018
9781784991926 | PB | 320pp $34.95
9781784991933 | HB | 320pp $54.95
Published by Edinburgh University Press* Distributed by OUP USA

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Political Parties in the Arab World
Continuity and Change
Edited by Francesco Cavatorta, Université Laval, and Lise Storm, University of Exeter
This volume offers a thorough theoretical and empirical examination of the most important aspects and traits of political parties and party politics in the Arab world, exploring cases from across the region. Case studies include: Iraq, Libya, Tunisia, Egypt, Bahrain, Kuwait, Lebanon, and Palestine.
US: Mar 2018
978-1-78499-240-6 | PB | 288pp $34.95
978-1-78499-240-6 | HB | 288pp $54.95
Published by Edinburgh University Press* Distributed by OUP USA

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics
The Oxford Handbook of French Politics
Edited by Robert Elgie, Dublin City University, Emiliano Grossman, Sciences Po, Paris, and Amy G. Mazur, Washington State University
- The first comprehensive and comparative overview of political science research on France
- Features contributors from leading and emerging scholars in the field
The Oxford Handbook of French Politics provides a comprehensive and comparative overview of the French political system.
Oxford Handbooks
978-0-19-966969-1 | HB | 752pp | £99.99/$150
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

The Oxford Handbook of the U.S. Constitution
Edited by Mark Tushnet, Harvard Law School, Mark A. Graber, University of Maryland, and Sanford Levinson, The University of Texas Law School
The Oxford Handbook of the U.S. Constitution offers a comprehensive overview and introduction to the U.S. Constitution from the perspectives of history, political science, law, rights, and constitutional themes, while focusing on its development, structures, rights, and role in the U.S. political system and culture.
Oxford Handbooks
978-0-19-065453-3 | HB | 1174pp | £329.99/$549.95

The Oxford Handbook of Carl Schmitt
Edited by Jens Meierhenrich, London School of Economics, and Oliver Simons, Columbia University
- Uniquely located at the intersection of law, the social sciences, and the humanities
- Adopts a truly interdisciplinary approach to the difficult oeuvre of Carl Schmitt
- Highlights the trinity of Carl Schmitt’s thought, i.e., the mutually constitutive relationship among his political thought, legal thought, and cultural thought
The Oxford Handbook of Carl Schmitt collects thirty original chapters on the diverse oeuvre of one of the most controversial thinkers of the twentieth century.
Oxford Handbooks
978-0-19-991693-1 | HB | 874pp | £97.50/$150
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

The Oxford Handbook of Animal Studies
Edited by Linda Kalof, Michigan State University
The Oxford Handbook of Animal Studies tackles the infamous ‘animal question’: how can humans rethink and reconfigure their relationships with other animals? Over the course of five sections and thirty chapters, the contributors investigate issues and concepts central to understanding our current relationship with other animals and the potential for coexistence in an ecological community of living beings.
Oxford Handbooks
978-0-19-992714-2 | HB | 840pp | £97.50/$150
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

The Oxford Handbook of Church and State in the United States
Edited by Derek H. Davis, University of Mary Hardin-Baylor
A comprehensive overview of the study of church and state, the twenty-one essays included in this Handbook present a scholarly look at the intricacies and past and current debates that frame the American system of church and state, within five main areas: history, law, theology/philosophy, politics, and sociology. These essays provide factual accounts, but also examine issues, problems, debates, controversies, and, where appropriate, suggest resolutions. They also offer analysis of the range of interpretations of the relationship between church and state offered by various American scholars.
Oxford Handbooks
978-0-19-065788-8 | HB | 590pp | £329.95/$550
978-0-19-535262-6 | PB | 590pp | £107.50/$170
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

The Oxford Handbook of U.S. Judicial Behavior
Edited by Edward Epstein, Washington University in St. Louis, and Stefanie A. Lindquist, Arizona State University
The Oxford Handbooks of American Politics are the essential guide to the study of American political life in the 21st Century. This handbook offers a comprehensive introduction to the study of judicial behavior in state and federal courts.
Oxford Handbooks of American Politics
UK: Jun 2017 / US: Jul 2017
978-0-19-957989-1 | HB | 624pp | £99.50/$150
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

NEW IN PAPERBACK
The Oxford Handbook of Islam and Politics
Edited by John L. Esposito, Georgetown University, and Emad El-Din Shahin, School of Global Affairs and Public Policy at the American University in Cairo
The Oxford Handbook of Islam and Politics, with contributions from prominent scholars and specialists, provides a comprehensive analysis of what we know and where we are in the study of political Islam.
Oxford Handbooks
978-0-19-063193-2 | PB | 700pp | £16.99/$25.00
978-0-19-539589-1 | HB | 708pp | £105/$160
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

The Oxford Handbook of Dance and Politics
Edited by Rebekah J. Kowal, The University of Iowa, Gerald Siegmund, New York University
The Oxford Handbook of Dance and Politics presents cutting edge research investigating not only how dance achieves its politics, but also how notions of the body and movement inform and are informed by political or social movements. This comprehensive overview of dance and politics brings together experts from dance, political science, and the humanities to understand dance’s political potential and the political potential of dance.
Oxford Handbooks
978-0-19-992818-7 | HB | 656pp | £97/$150
978-0-19-991693-1 | PB | 640pp | £32.99/$50
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

The Oxford Handbook of Animal Studies
Edited by Linda Kalof, Michigan State University
The Oxford Handbook of Animal Studies tackles the infamous ‘animal question’: how can humans rethink and reconfigure their relationships with other animals? Over the course of five sections and thirty chapters, the contributors investigate issues and concepts central to understanding our current relationship with other animals and the potential for coexistence in an ecological community of living beings.
Oxford Handbooks
978-0-19-992714-2 | HB | 840pp | £97.50/$150
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

The Oxford Handbook of Church and State in the United States
Edited by Derek H. Davis, University of Mary Hardin-Baylor
A comprehensive overview of the study of church and state, the twenty-one essays included in this Handbook present a scholarly look at the intricacies and past and current debates that frame the American system of church and state, within five main areas: history, law, theology/philosophy, politics, and sociology. These essays provide factual accounts, but also examine issues, problems, debates, controversies, and, where appropriate, suggest resolutions. They also offer analysis of the range of interpretations of the relationship between church and state offered by various American scholars.
Oxford Handbooks
978-0-19-065788-8 | HB | 590pp | £329.95/$550
978-0-19-535262-6 | PB | 590pp | £107.50/$170
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

The Oxford Handbook of U.S. Judicial Behavior
Edited by Edward Epstein, Washington University in St. Louis, and Stefanie A. Lindquist, Arizona State University
The Oxford Handbooks of American Politics are the essential guide to the study of American political life in the 21st Century. This handbook offers a comprehensive introduction to the study of judicial behavior in state and federal courts.
Oxford Handbooks of American Politics
UK: Jun 2017 / US: Jul 2017
978-0-19-957989-1 | HB | 624pp | £99.50/$150
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online
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movements that are using religion to mobilize people.

Critical look at the new wave of right-wing populist movements in Florence European University Institute University, and Olivier Roy, McDonnell, Griffith, and Duncan European University Institute Edited by, Hijack Religion How Populists Saving the People

PARTNER PUBLISHER

The New Minority White Working Class Politics in an Age of Immigration and Inequality Justin Gest, George Mason University’s Schar School of Policy and Government

• The first book to present a comprehensive cross-national analysis of white working class alienation in the United Kingdom and the United States
• Draws extensively from in-depth interviews with white working class men and women in Dagenham, England and Youngstown, Ohio
• Survey research shows that Radical Right support is driven by a sense of deprivation – the loss of social status and political importance

In this daring and insightful book, Justin Gest studies white working class people’s attitudes and political behavior in the United States and Britain. Based on ethnographies and original surveys, the book offers a rich, nuanced and generalizable account of the marginality sensed by one of society’s most misunderstood groups.

978-0-19-063255-7 | PB | 272pp £16.99/$24.95
978-0-19-063254-0 | HB | 272pp £64.99

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics

POLITICAL BEHAVIOUR

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Uninformed Why People Seem to Know So Little about Politics and What We Can Do about It Arthur Lupia, University of Michigan

• Provides the new ways to address the deep-rooted problem of an uninformed electorate
• Reshapes our understanding of how voters think and learn
• An essential work for anyone or any organization trying to educate the public about important issues

Voter ignorance is notorious and well-documented, but merely throwing more facts at voters is not enough. In this capstone work, eminent political scientist Arthur Lupia synthesizes years of work with scientists and educators in all arenas to figure out how to increase issue competence among voters.

UK: Jun 2017 / US: Apr 2017
978-0-19-062872-0 | HB | 360pp £49.95

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics

The Citizen Marketer

Joel Penney, Montclair State University

• Offers a humanized and accessible account of digital activism through first-hand testimony from everyday citizens
• The first volume to explore the relationship between pre-digital participatory media practices and contemporary digital culture
• Advances a controversial thesis and a new theoretical concept – the citizen marketer

The Citizen Marketer explores how everyday people circulate political media messages in the hopes of persuading peers and shaping the public mind. By examining the logics behind spreading political memes, hashtags, and more, Joel Penney charts the promises of citizen marketing for expanding democratic participation, as well as the risks that these practices pose for polarization, the trivialization of issues, and control and manipulation by elites.

UK: Jul 2017 / US: May 2017
978-0-19-065806-6 | HB | 262pp £64.99

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Saving the People

How Populists Hijack Religion

Edited by Nadia Marzouki, European University Institute in Florence, Duncan McDonnell, Griffith University, and Olivier Roy, European University Institute in Florence

Critical look at the new wave of right-wing populist movements that are using religion to mobilize people.

US: Oct 2016
978-0-19-063901-3 | PB | 216pp £16.99
978-0-19-063902-0 | HB | 216pp £64.99

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics

The Road to Somewhere

The Populist Revolt and the Future of Politics

David Goodhart

A unique look at the rise in populist politics internationally.

US: Jun 2017
978-184904799-9 | HB | 256pp £24.95

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics

No Shortcuts

Organizing for Power in the New Gilded Age

Jane F. McAlevey, Harvard University Law School

Today’s progressives have given up on organizing and now work for professional organizations more comfortable with the inside game in Washington. Meanwhile, promising movements like Occupy Wall Street and Black Lives Matter cannot build enough power to accomplish meaningful change.

978-0-19-062492-7 | PB | 320pp £10.82/$19.95

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics

NEW EDITION

Friction

How Conflict Radicals Them and Us

REVISED AND EXPANDED EDITION

Clark McCauley, Bryn Mawr College, and Sophia Moskalenko, National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism

In this ground-breaking and important book, Clark McCauley and Sophia Moskalenko identify twelve mechanisms of political radicalization that can move individuals, groups, and the masses to increased sympathy and support for political violence, drawing on wide-ranging case histories to show striking parallels between 1800s anti-czarist terrorism, 1970s anti-war terrorism, and 21st century jihadist terrorism.

978-0-19-062492-7 | PB | 320pp £10.82/$19.95

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics

THE CITIZEN MARKETER

Joel Penney, Montclair State University

• Offers a humanized and accessible account of digital activism through first-hand testimony from everyday citizens
• The first volume to explore the relationship between pre-digital participatory media practices and contemporary digital culture
• Advances a controversial thesis and a new theoretical concept – the citizen marketer

The Citizen Marketer explores how everyday people circulate political media messages in the hopes of persuading peers and shaping the public mind. By examining the logics behind spreading political memes, hashtags, and more, Joel Penney charts the promises of citizen marketing for expanding democratic participation, as well as the risks that these practices pose for polarization, the trivialization of issues, and control and manipulation by elites.

UK: Jul 2017 / US: May 2017
978-0-19-065806-6 | HB | 262pp £64.99

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics
Personalizing Politics and Realizing Democracy

Gian Vittorio Caprara, and Michele Vecchione, both at University of Rome

Personalizing Politics and Realizing Democracy brings to light recent and important contributions on personality psychology with respect to the democratic process.

Series in Political Psychology
978-0-19-998286-8 | HB | 440pp £52/$79.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Death of Expertise

The Campaign Against Established Knowledge and Why it Matters

Tom Nichols, US Naval War College

From the anti-vaccination movement to citizen blogging to uninformed attacks on GMOs, the nation has witnessed a surge in intellectual egalitarianism. While increased access to information undoubtedly brings some societal benefits, the leap to enlightenment that millions of lightly educated people believe they make after scouring WebMD or Wikipedia undermines established sources of knowledge.


An Unlikely Audience

Al Jazeera’s Struggle in America

William Youmans, School of Media and Public Affairs, George Washington University

• Re-directs attention to the localized geographies of new media production, emphasizing the overlooked importance of place in the networked age
• A novel degree of access to the Al Jazeera news organization over a five year period makes for unrivalled scholarship on the company
• Provides a definitive account of Al Jazeera’s globalization to the US through its English, America and AJ+ channels, from 2006 to 2016

No one could deny the impressive ambition of Al Jazeera English when it attempted, in 2013, to infiltrate the United States news market and become the first southern-global network to court a northern-global audience. In Al Jazeera in the United States, William Youmans explains what the seeming failure of the network’s decade-long American enterprise reveals about the nature of global news, disputing long-held assumptions about global media in the digital age.

UK: Jul 2017 / US: May 2017
978-0-19-065572-3 | HB | 256pp £19.99/$29.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Hybrid Media System

Politics and Power

SECOND EDITION

Andrew Chadwick, University of London

New communication technologies have reshaped media and politics. But who are the new power players? The Hybrid Media System shows how the interactions among older and newer media technologies, genres, norms, behaviors, and organizational forms now shape power relations among political actors, media, and publics.

978-0-19-066972-6 | HB | 360pp £64/$99
Available as an Ebook

Order Online at: www.oup.com
POLITICAL ECONOMY

The Political Economy of European Banking Union
David Howarth, University of Luxembourg, and Lucia Quaglia, University of York

The establishment of Banking Union represents a major development in European economic governance and European integration history more generally. This book is informed by two main empirical questions: ‘Why Banking Union?’ and ‘Why this specific form of Banking Union?’

978-0-19-872792-7 | HB | 286pp £55/$99
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Politics of Inclusive Development
Interrogating the Evidence
Edited by Sam Hickey
The University of Manchester,
Kunal Sen, The University of Manchester, and Badru Bukenya, Makerere University

This collection brings together internationally-renowned experts to offer a comprehensive review of how politics shapes inclusive development in the global south. Each aspect of development is covered: social, economic, environmental, and cultural with each chapter offering a review of the evidence in the relevant field.

978-0-19-873082-9 | PB | 352pp £30/$50
978-0-19-872256-4 | HB | 416pp £60/$99
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Food Price Policy in an Era of Market Instability
A Political Economy Analysis
Edited by Per Pinstrup-Andersen, Cornell University and Copenhagen University

Food price volatility is one of the major challenges facing current and future global food systems. This book analyses how and why governments responded as they did to the global food crisis of 2007-09 and what their decisions can teach us about policy interventions.

WIDER Studies in Development Economics
UK: Dec 2016 / US: Jan 2017
978-0-19-878883-6 | PB | 344pp £35/$55
978-0-19-878882-9 | HB | 544pp £75/$125
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

NEW EDITION

Global Political Economy
FIFTH EDITION
Edited by John Ravenhill, University of Waterloo, Canada

The most balanced blend of empirical material and critical analysis from the leading figures in Global Political Economy.

UK: Dec 2016 / US: Jan 2017
978-0-19-873746-9 | PB | 504pp £35/$59.95
Available as an Ebook

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics
Hemerijck: The Uses of Social Investment

This volume provides the potential of social investment. State, under the new first study of the welfare economics and political economy to a neoliberal regime. This book asks why and how these transformations were made possible. In only a few decades, Israel was radically transformed from a developmental political economy to a neoliberal regime. This book asks why and how these transformations were made possible.

978-0-19-880180-1 | HB | 240pp £55/$82.50
978-0-19-880181-8 | PB | 240pp £27.50
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Neoliberalism as a State Project

Changing the Political Economy of Israel
Edited by Asa Maron, University of Haifa, and Michael Shalev. The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

In only a few decades, Israel was radically transformed from a developmental political economy to a neoliberal regime. This book asks why and how these transformations were made possible.

978-0-19-879302-1 | HB | 240pp £55/$82.50
978-0-19-879304-5 | PB | 240pp £27.50
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Uses of Social Investment

Edited by Anton Hemerijck, European University Institute, and London School of Economics and Political Science

This volume provides the first study of the welfare state, under the new post-crisis austerity context and associated crisis management politics, to take stock of the limits and potential of social investment.

UK: Jun 2017 / US: Jul 2017
978-0-19-879045-9 | PB | 312pp £30.99
978-0-19-879046-6 | HB | 312pp £70.00
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Dancing with the Devil

The Political Economy of Privatization in China

Yi-min Lin, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

• Casts new light on China’s economic transformation
• Offers a story about the demise of communism through self-destruction rather than political revolution
• Develops a dialogue between country-specific explanations and broader theories of institutional change

Dancing with the Devil explains why public ownership has declined in post-Mao China. Focusing on the behavior of political actors under changing incentives and constraints, the book illustrates how growing concerns about jobs and revenue have forced the country’s communist rulers to change their policies toward private capital.

UK: Jun 2017 / US: May 2017
978-0-19-068282-8 | HB | 368pp £70/$95
978-0-19-068283-5 | PB | 368pp £30/$40
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Banking on Markets

The Transformation of Bank-State Ties in Europe and Beyond
Rachel A. Epstein, Professor of International Relations and European Politics

• Presents a highly accessible account of banking reform in Europe
• Focuses on the politics underpinning economic policies, including bank ownership and oversight
• Explains why states across Europe, in both East and West, no longer wield preponderant influence over their banks

This volume examines the relationship between banks and states, and how the traditional, political bank-state ties have been transformed.

978-0-19-880996-8 | HB | 288pp £55/$70
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Political Economy of the Investment Treaty Regime

Jonathan Bonnitcha, University of New South Wales, Lauge N. Skovgaard Poulsen, University College London, and Michael Walibel, University of Cambridge

Investment treaties are some of the most controversial instruments of global economic governance. This book integrates legal, economic, and political perspectives to offer the first comprehensive analysis of the political economy of the investment treaty regime, and contextualizes the investment treaty regime in its broader socio-economic context.

978-0-19-871955-7 | PB | 368pp £30.99
978-0-19-871954-0 | HB | 368pp £70.00
Available as an Ebook

Globalization and Labour Reforms

The Politics of Interest Groups and Partisan Governments
Zaad Mahmood, Presidency University

This book analyses labour market reforms in India under conditions of globalization. Through a study of subnational variations in labour markets, the book emphasizes on the continued relevance of politics in shaping public policy, despite the structural-institutional constraints attributed to globalization and policy convergence. It shows that the role of partisan governments, dynamics of interest group negotiations, and party competition in the states can largely influence public policy decisions for domestic socio-economic interests.

978-0-19-947527-8 | HB | 272pp £32.99
Available as an Ebook

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics
**In Interplaces: An Economic Geography of the Inter-urban and International Economies**

Nicholas A. Phelps, University College London

This book seeks to provide a guide to the various ways in which much economic activity now takes place somehow in between cities and nations – the geographical containers that we continue to take for granted as those which organize much of our lives.

**NEW IN PAPERBACK**

The Ways of the World

David Harvey, CUNY Graduate Center

In The Ways of the World, David Harvey has gathered his most important essays from the past four decades. They form a career-spanning collection that tracks not only the development of Harvey over time as an intellectual, but also a dialectical vision that gradually expanded its reach from the slums of Baltimore to global environmental degradation to the American imperium.

UK: Oct 2017  |  US: Sep 2017
978-0-19-966822-9  |  $35.95

*Available as an EBook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online*

**Comparative Political Economy**

**Contours of a Subfield**

Georg Menz, Old Dominion University, Virginia

- Provides a comprehensive introduction to the field with in-depth coverage of its theoretical roots
- Features summary textboxes and discussion questions
- Provides a critical review of varieties of capitalism debates and new ways forward

This new and comprehensive volume on the subfield of comparative political economy in political science provides a detailed overview over its intellectual roots, clarifies its contents, and introduces the readers to key debates while identifying new and exciting avenues for future research.

UK: Nov 2017  |  US: Dec 2017
978-0-19-857998-3  |  $78.50

*Available as an EBook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online*

**Trade Justice**

James Christensen, University of Essex

This book examines socioeconomic justice and international trade from the perspective of analytic political theory.

UK: Nov 2017  |  US: Dec 2017
978-0-19-881035-3  |  $82.95

*Available as an EBook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online*

**Deals and Development**

The Political Dynamics of Growth Episodes

Edited by Lant Pritchett, Harvard University, Ramesh New, Global Development Institute, University of Manchester, and Eric Werker, Simon Fraser University

When are developing countries able to initiate periods of rapid growth and why have so few been able to sustain growth over decades? This book provides a novel conceptual framework built from a political economy of business-government relations and applies it to nine countries across Africa and Asia, drawing actionable policy recommendations.

UK: Nov 2017  |  US: Dec 2017
978-0-19-880164-3  |  $95.00

*Available as an EBook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online*
Fractured Tales: Invisibles in Indian Democracy
Badri Narayan, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
This book focuses on the voiceless and invisible Dalit castes who have been left out in the 60 years of state led Indian democracy. This work aims to give voice to the most marginalized amongst the Dalit population who fall outside the purview of the discourse of democracy. It focuses on the process of ongoing inclusion of Dalits in the democratic sphere and will try to understand the dialectics of contradiction involved in the democratic processes in post-colonial India.

Edited by Kristina Spohr, London School of Economics, and David Reynolds, Cambridge University
This major multinational study, based on archives from both sides of the ‘Iron Curtain’, seeks to understand the role played by international summitry in the dénouement of the Cold War, examining the thoughts and actions of key leaders and addressing international relations issues that still shape the world today.

Great Strategic Rivalries: From the Classical World to the Cold War
James Lacey, Marine Corps War College
The first work covering a key element of the strategic relationship between states from ancient history to the late 20th century, Great Strategic Rivalries fills a major gap in the historiography of state relations.

NEW EDITION
Malcolm X at Oxford Union
Racial Politics in a Global Era
Saladin Ambar, Lehigh University
- The first book to place the Oxford Address in the canon of great civil rights speeches of the 20th Century
- Makes the case that Malcolm X was seeking to organize a black human rights movement not only in America, the Middle East, or Africa, but in cities such as Paris, London, and Amsterdam as well
- Shows Malcolm X moving beyond Black Nationalism, while at the same time rejecting the notion of ‘color-blindness’
Malcolm X at Oxford Union tells one of the great unknown stories from the Civil Rights era, capturing the powerful oratorical gifts of Malcolm X and the changing world of racial politics – all from the vantage point of an old debate hall on the campus of Oxford in 1964. Transgressing Boundaries: Studies in Black Politics and Black Communities

PARTNER PUBLISHER
Northern Neighbours: Scotland and Norway since 1800
Edited by John Bryden, University of Aberdeen, Ottar Brox, Norwegian Institute of Urban and Regional Research, and Lesley Riddoch, Commentator and Broadcaster
This edited collection of essays covers various elements of this analysis including land ownership, politics, agriculture, industry, money and banking, local government, education, religion, access and the outdoor life, as well as several more synthetic chapters. Written as it is by historians, political scientists, economists, sociologists, anthropologists and human geographers, the book moves beyond historical narrative, and outlines elements of a theory of divergent development between Norway and Scotland over the long term, and so towards a novel history which is of interest to a wider audience.
UK: Nov 2016
9781744175132 | NEW in PB | 316pp £29.95
Published by Edinburgh University Press* Distributed by OUP USA

Singapore: Unlikely Power
John Curtis Perry, Tufts University
- Tracks the meteoric rise of Singapore to the status of first-world dynamo in just three decades
- Shows how longtime leader Lee Kuan Yew adopted a resolutely pragmatic approach to economic development rather than following any one fashionable ideology
- Offers an accessible, comprehensive, and colorful overview of a city-state that has perfected one of the world’s most influential political-economic models
In Singapore: Unlikely Power, John Perry provides an evenhanded and authoritative history of the island nation that ranges from its Malay origins to the present day. Singapore is one of the wealthiest and best educated countries in the world, while also having one of the highest global capital punishment rates per-capita. Singapore is a democracy, but serves as a model regime for states that aim develop rapidly but are relatively unconcerned with freedom or democratic practices.
978-0-19-064950-4 | HB | 160pp £20/$29.95

Naeem Salik, Center for International Strategic Studies, Islamabad
Examining the period from 1998–2016, this book provides detailed insight into Pakistan’s nuclear history, taking into account, social, political, geographic, and economic factors.
978-0-19-904856-8 | PB | 324pp £20.99/$30

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics
Intelligence Success and Failure
The Human Factor
Uri Bar-Joseph, University of Haifa, and Rose McDermott, Professor of Political Science, Brown University
- Develops a theory about strategic surprise based on psychological tendencies in central decision makers
- Investigates strategic success as well as failure
- Provides access to new sources and offers previously unpublished information for this field

Intelligence Success and Failure presents a new theory in the study of strategic surprise that claims the key explanation for warning failure is not unintentional action, but rather, motivated biases in key intelligence and central leaders that null any sense of doubt prior to surprise attacks.

Curtain of Lies
The Battle over Truth in Stalinist Eastern Europe
Melissa Feinberg
Curtain of Lies tells the story of the struggle to define the truth of Eastern Europe between 1948 and 1956. It examines how actors on both sides of the Iron Curtain tried to create knowledge about Eastern Europe, and thus helped solidify the battle lines of the Cold War.

OUPblog
Oxford University Press’s Academic Insights for the Thinking World
Authors, staff, and friends of Oxford University Press provide daily commentary and opinion on a range of topics. The OUPblog is a source like no other for learning, understanding, and reflection.

For the latest insight into Politics and Beyond, visit blog.oup.com
The Law of International Organisations

Distributed by OUP USA
Published by Manchester University Press*
9781526108722
US: Dec 2016
Melland Schill Studies in International Law

This book provides a concise account of the principles and norms of international law applicable to the inter-governmental organisation, with a focus on their potential impact on the American system of government

This book is a history of political consulting in America, examining how the consulting business developed, highlighting the major figures in the consulting industry and assessing the impact of professional consulting on elections and American democracy.

978-0-19-027269-2 | HB | 616pp £25.99/$39.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Law of International Organisations in Time

Edited by Orfeo Fioretos
Temple University, Philadelphia

• Contributions from the world’s leading scholars in the field
• An essential volume for anyone working within International Relations
• The definitive book on historical institutionalism and International Relations

The definitive volume for anyone interested in historical institutionalism and International Relations.

978-0-19-874402-3 | HB | 368pp £23.99/$35.95
655/599
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Buying the Vote
A History of Campaign Finance Reform
Robert E. Mutch
independent scholar

Buying the Vote: A History of Campaign Finance Reform analyzes the rise and decline of campaign finance reform by tracking changes in the funding of presidential campaigns and changes in the debate over reforming fundraising practices.


Time to React
The Efficiency of International Organizations in Crisis Response
Heidi Hardt
University of California

Given the dire consequences of delays in crisis response, this book explains why some international organizations take longer than others to answer calls for intervention. It builds on interviews with AU, EU, OAS and OSCE decision-makers to reveal the institutional sources of efficiency.

978-0-19-933711-8 | HB | 272pp £51/$78
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Democratic Coup d’État
Ozan Varol
Lewis and Clark Law School

• Advances the controversial argument that democracy sometimes comes through a military coup
• Explains and analyzes the military coups that happen regularly around the globe

Expands on an article that, when first published, drew critical attention from Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. The Democratic Coup d’État advances a simple, yet controversial, argument: democracy sometimes comes through a military coup. Covering coups that toppled dictators and installed democratic rule in countries as diverse as Guinea-Bissau, Portugal, and Colombia, the book weaves a balanced narrative that challenges everything we knew about military coups.

978-0-19-062628-0 | HB | 240pp £19.99/$29.95
978-0-19-062629-7 | PB | 272pp £66/$99

Elections and American Democracy.

This book is a history of political consulting in America, examining how the consulting business developed, highlighting the major figures in the consulting industry and assessing the impact of professional consulting on elections and American democracy.

978-0-19-027269-2 | HB | 616pp £25.99/$39.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Political Consulting for Hire
A History of American Consulting
Dennis W. Johnson
George Washington University

• Presents the first truly comprehensive history of political consulting in America
• Defines the broad categories that comprise political consulting services, including: survey research, media and communications, and voter targeting and data mining
• Looks at the challenges and opportunities facing the business of political consulting, as well as their potential impact on the American system of government

NEW IN PAPERBACK
The Modern Mercenary
Private Armies and What They Mean for World Order
Sean McFate
National Defense University

Former industry insider Sean McFate lays bare the opaque world of private military contractors, explaining the economic structure of the industry and showing in detail how firms operate on the ground.

978-0-19-062108-7 | PB | 272pp £12.99/$19.95
978-0-19-936010-9 | PB | 368pp £25/$40

The UN Secretary-General and the Security Council
A Dynamic Relationship
Edited by Manuel Fröhlich, Trier University, and Abiodun Williams, The Hague Institute for Global Justice

This volume explores for the first time the interaction between the UN Secretary-General and the Security Council.

UK: Jan 2018 / US: Jan 2018

NEW IN PAPERBACK
The Democratic Coup d’État
Ozcan Varol
Lewis and Clark Law School

• Advances the controversial argument that democracy sometimes comes through a military coup
• Explains and analyzes the military coups that happen regularly around the globe

Expands on an article that, when first published, drew critical attention from Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. The Democratic Coup d’État advances a simple, yet controversial, argument: democracy sometimes comes through a military coup. Covering coups that toppled dictators and installed democratic rule in countries as diverse as Guinea-Bissau, Portugal, and Colombia, the book weaves a balanced narrative that challenges everything we knew about military coups.

978-0-19-062628-0 | HB | 240pp £19.99/$29.95
978-0-19-062629-7 | PB | 272pp £66/$99

Elections and American Democracy.

This book is a history of political consulting in America, examining how the consulting business developed, highlighting the major figures in the consulting industry and assessing the impact of professional consulting on elections and American democracy.

978-0-19-027269-2 | HB | 616pp £25.99/$39.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Political Consulting for Hire
A History of American Consulting
Dennis W. Johnson
George Washington University

• Presents the first truly comprehensive history of political consulting in America
• Defines the broad categories that comprise political consulting services, including: survey research, media and communications, and voter targeting and data mining
• Looks at the challenges and opportunities facing the business of political consulting, as well as their potential impact on the American system of government

NEW IN PAPERBACK
The Modern Mercenary
Private Armies and What They Mean for World Order
Sean McFate
National Defense University

Former industry insider Sean McFate lays bare the opaque world of private military contractors, explaining the economic structure of the industry and showing in detail how firms operate on the ground.

978-0-19-062108-7 | PB | 272pp £12.99/$19.95
978-0-19-936010-9 | PB | 368pp £25/$40
POLITICAL THEORY

INCITEMENTS

**Plastic Sovereignties**
*Agam and the Politics of Aesthetics*
Arne De Boever, California Institute of the Arts

Through a sustained engagement with the work of Giorgio Agamben and Catherine Malabou, and against the background of contemporary political phenomena, Arne De Boever explores what positive political possibilities the notion of sovereignty might still hold.

*Incitements*
US: Nov 2013
9781474417976 [PB] 80pp $29.95
9781474417983 [HB] 80pp $130
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

**The Refusal of Politics**
*Laurent Dubreuil, Cornell University, and Translated by Cory Browning, University of Oregon*

Dubreuil provocatively proposes an extremist rethinking of the limits of politics—toward a break from politics, the political and policies. He calls for a refusal of politics, suggesting a form of apolitics that would make our lives more liveable.

*Incitements*
US: Nov 2013
9781474419256 [PB] 160pp $29.95
9781474419249 [HB] 160pp $130
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

**Interpassivity**
*The Aesthetics of Delegated Enjoyment*
Robert Pfaller, University of Art and Industrial Design of Linz, Austria

Robert Pfaller advances the theory of ‘interpassivity’ as delegated consumption and enjoyment. Applicable to both art and everyday life, the concept allows him to tackle a vast range of phenomena: culture, art, sports and religion.

*Incitements*
US: Jul 2017
9781474429327 [PB] 160pp $24.95
9781474429292 [HB] 160pp $130
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

**From Violence to Speaking Out**
*Apocalypse and Expression in Foucault, Derrida and Deleuze*
Leonard Lawlor, Pennsylvania State University

Drawing on a career-long exploration of 1960s French philosophy, Leonard Lawlor seeks a solution to ‘the problem of the worst violence’. The worst violence is the reaction of total apocalypse without remainder; it is the reaction of complete negation and death; it is nihilism. Lawlor argues that it is not just transcendental violence that must be minimised: all violence must itself be reduced to its lowest level. He offers new ways of speaking to best achieve the least violence, which he creatively appropriates from Foucault, Derrida and Deleuze and Guattari as ‘speaking-freely’, ‘speaking-distantly’ and ‘speaking-in-tongues’.

*Incitements*
US: Nov 2013
9781474419256 [PB] 320pp $29.95
9781474419249 [HB] 320pp $130
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

**Derrida’s Secret**
*Perjury, Testimony, Oath*
Charles Barbour, University of Western Sydney

The Snowden Affair, Wikileaks, the ‘lone wolf’ terrorist, Clinton’s private email account – the secret is arguably the central element of our contemporary political experience. Now, Charles Barbour looks at the basic ontological question ‘what is a secret?’ Organised as a reflection on Jacques Derrida’s later writings on secrecy, four chapters each look at a separate problematic: society and the oath, literature and testimony, philosophy and deception, and time and death.

*Incitements*
US: Jul 2017
9781474425001 [PB] 256pp $29.95
9781474424998 [HB] 256pp $130
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

**Just Enough**
*Sufficiency As a Demand of Justice*
Liam Shields, University of Manchester

Liam Shields systematically clarifies and defends the political philosophy of Sufficientarianism, which insists that securing enough of some things, such as food, healthcare and education, is a crucial demand of justice. He engages in practical debates about critical issues such as child-rearing and global justice, to show how it affects our daily lives.

*Incitements*
US: Oct 2016
9780748691869 [PB] 224pp $105
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

**Natural Catastrophe**
*Climate Change and Neoliberal Governance*
Brian Elliott, Portland State University

Brian Elliott persuasively argues that climate change is not a natural phenomenon but a political phenomenon: a symptom of neoliberal governance. This explains why environmental concern has increasingly been framed as a consumer responsibility issue rather than as a matter of structural social-political transformation.

*Incitements*
US: Nov 2016
9781474410496 [PB] 160pp $29.95
9781474410489 [HB] 160pp $130
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

---

*Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online*
POLITICAL THEORY

Republic of Equals
Predistribution and Property-Owning Democracy
Alan Thomas, University of York
This first book-length study of property-owning democracy argues that a society in which capital is universally accessible to all citizens uniquely meets the demands of justice. It defends a renovated form of capitalism in which the free market is no longer a threat to social democratic values, but is potentially convergent with them.

Ordinary Democracy
Sovereignty and Citizenship Beyond the Neoliberal Impasse
Ali Aslam, Mount Holyoke College
Written with and for citizens who feel overwhelmed by political and economic forces outside of their control, Ordinary Democracy makes a compelling argument for the adequacy of democratic politics to address the challenges associated with neoliberalism and the growth of emergency politics.

International Law and Empire
Historical Explorations
Edited by Martti Koskenniemi, Walter Rech, and Manuel Jiménez Fonseca, all at University of Helsinki
By examining the relationship between international law and empire from early modernity to the present, this volume improves current understandings of the way international legal institutions, practices, and narratives have shaped imperial ideas about and structures of world governance.

Ethics and Cyber Warfare
The Quest for Responsible Security in the Age of Digital Warfare
George Lucas, John J. Reilly Center for Science, Technology & Values at Notre Dame University
‘State sponsored hacktivism’ constitutes a wholly new alternative to conventional armed conflict. This book explores the ethical and legal dimensions of this ‘soft’ mode of warfare grounded in a broad revisionist approach to military ethics and ‘just war theory’ that results in a new code of ethics for today’s ‘cyber warriors.’

To Reform the World
International Organizations and the Making of Modern States
Guy Fiti Sinclair, Victoria University of Wellington Law School
This book examines the influence of international organizations since the First World War, and explores how they have acted on behalf of, and at times instead of, states in the international arena. The International Labour Organization, the United Nations, and the World Bank are examined in depth.

Exit Left
Markets and Mobility in Republican Thought
Robert S. Taylor, University of California, Davis
This book advances an economic model of contemporary republicanism that is ideologically centre-left.

Order Online at: www.oup.com
Taking on the Political
the concept of an unconscious or ‘micropolitical’
that re-orient our understanding of the self toward
an alternative understanding of ‘the political’; one
that a philosophy of ‘pure’ immanence is integral to
micropolitics, from Sartre to Deleuze. He argues
of immanence and
context and development
of Kent
Christian Gilliam
University
Sartre, Merleau-Ponty,
Micropolitics
Lerma
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
978-0-19-063985-3
| HB | 248pp £41.99/$65
Published by OUP USA

Guided by the
Mountains
Novajo Political
Philosophy and
Governance
Michael Lerma, Northern
Arizona University, Foreword by
Avery Denni, Dine’ College, and Afterword by
Robert Yazzie, Dine’ College

Guided by the Mountains looks at the tensions
between Indigenous political philosophy and the
challenges faced by Indigenous nations in building
political institutions that address contemporary
problems and enact ‘good governance.’

978-0-19-028060-4 | HB | 172pp
Published by OUP USA

Deleuze and
the Animal
Edited by Colin Gardner, University of California, Santa Barbara, and Patricia
MacCormack, Anglia Ruskin University

These 14 essays apply
Deleuze’s work to analysing
television, film, music, art,
drunkenness, mourning, virtual technology, protest,
arrest, animal rights and abolition. Each chapter
questions the premise of the animal and critiques
the centrality of the human.

Deleuze Connections
US: Apr 2017
9781474422734 | HB | 164pp
Published by Edinburgh University Press*

Thucydides on the Outbreak
of War
Character and
Contest
S.N. Jaffe, John Cabot University

• Provides a
progressive reading of Thucydides’
History of the
Peloponnesian War
• Offers a new reading of Thucydides’ political
thought
• Provides an interdisciplinary approach

This book offers a new reading of Thucydides’ famous account of the origins of the
Peloponnesian War.

978-0-19-871628-0 | HB | 256pp £60/$90
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Political Utopias
Contemporary Debates
Edited by Michael Weber, Bowling Green State
University, and Kevin Vallier, Bowling Green
State University

Contemporary political
philosophers disagree about
whether theories of justice
should be utopian or realistic. Contributors to this
volume largely deny that the choice between realism and ideaism is binary. Their contributions represent
a continuum between realism and ideaism that best
gives the contemporary state of the debate.

978-0-19-028060-4 | HB | 172pp
Published by OUP USA

The Strains of
Commitment
The Political Sources of Solidarity in Diverse
Societies
Edited by Keith Banting, Queen’s University, Canada,
and Will Kymlicka, Queen’s University, Canada

This book examines the politics of diversity, and
explores potential sources of support for an inclusive
solidarity, in particular political sources of solidarity.

978-0-19-879545-2 | HB | 400pp
Published by OUP USA

A Defense of Rule
Origins of Political
Thought in Greece
and India
Stuart Gray, Washington
and Lee University

While political theorists tend
to regard rule as a necessary evil, this book aims to
explain how rule need not be
understood as anathema to political life. By looking
at some of the earliest traditions of political thought,
Stuart Gray establishes a new analytic approach
to understanding fundamental political ideas of
other cultures and time periods, and he uses this
comparative analysis to add depth to our
understanding of rule.

978-0-19-963631-9 | HB | 392pp £47/99/$74
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Interventions in Contemporary
Thought
History, Politics, Aesthetics
Gabriel Rockhill, Villanova University

With the aim of rethinking the state and stakes of
contemporary theory, Gabriel Rockhill critically
works through some of the most important recent
philosophical writings on the intertwined topics of
history, politics and art. He offers guidance to some
of the complex debates in these areas, as well as a
commanding overview of the key issues and some
of the central figures, including Foucault, Derrida,
Castoriadis, Badiou and Rancière.

US: May 2017
9781474425858 | NEW in PB | 272pp
Published by OUP USA

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics
CRITICAL CONNECTIONS

Balibar and the Citizen Subject
Edited by Warren Montag, Occidental College, and Hanan Elsayed, Occidental College
The 12 essays provide an overview of Balibar’s work after his collaboration with Althusser. They explain and expand his framework; in particular, by restoring Arabic and Islamic thought to the conversation on the citizen subject. The collection includes two previously untranslated essays by Balibar himself on Carl Schmitt and Thomas Hobbes.
Critical Connections
US: Feb 2017
9781474404211 | HB | 296pp £40
Published by Edinburgh University Press
Distributed by OUP USA

Nancy and the Political
Edited by Sanja Dejanovic
Focused around three core themes – capitalism, the metaphysics of democracy and aesthetics – these 10 essays emphasise the potential of Nancy’s political thought, and collectively situate it within a broader intellectual context which includes engagements with Badiou, Rancière, Foucault, Agamben and Lefort. It is an essential read for anyone interested in current trends in political philosophy, aesthetics, critical theory and social and political thought.
Critical Connections
US: Mar 2017
978074863185 | NEW in PB | 286pp £40
Published by Edinburgh University Press
Distributed by OUP USA

Agamben and Radical Politics
Edited by Daniel McLoughlin, University of New South Wales
These 11 essays give you new perspectives on Agamben’s recent work on government and his relationship to the revolutionary tradition, opening up new ways of thinking about politics and critical theory in the post-financial crisis world.
Critical Connections
US: Aug 2017
9781474402644 | NEW in PB | 286pp £29.95
Published by Edinburgh University Press
Distributed by OUP USA

Liberalism with Excellence
Matthew H. Kramer, London School of Economics
This volume provides an original contribution to, and exploration of, the long-running debate over the importance of liberal neutrality.
978-0-19-877796-0 | HB | 448pp £63.50
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Political Ideologies
Paul Wetherly, Leeds Metropolitan University
The most practically applied approach to political ideologies: evaluate critically, make links, think globally.
Available as an Ebook

Justice and Natural Resources
An Egalitarian Theory
Chris Armstrong, University of Southampton
Justice and Natural Resources provides a systematic account of how to think about natural resources and the conflicting claims people have over them.
978-0-19-870272-6 | HB | 304pp £64
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

NEW EDITION

Political Thinkers
From Socrates to the Present
THIRD EDITION
Edited by David Boucher, Cardiff University, and Paul Kelly, London School of Economics
The most comprehensive introduction to the greatest political thinkers written by a team of international experts.
978-0-19-870892-6 | PB | 696pp £29.99
Available as an Ebook

Performance and Progress
Essays on Capitalism, Business, and Society
Edited by Subramanian Rangan, INSEAD
The prevailing aspiration of business is performance, while that of society is progress. Capitalism, both the paradigm and practice, sits at the intersection of these dual aspirations, and the essays in this volume, written by some of the world’s leading economists, philosophers and business academics, explore the tensions between them.
978-0-19-879957-3 | PB | 528pp £35.50
978-0-19-874428-3 | HB | 528pp £75.00
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Black Rights/White Wrongs
The Critique of Racial Liberalism
Charles W. Mills, CUNY Graduate Center
Liberalism is the political philosophy of equal persons, yet liberalism has denied equality to those it saw as black sub-persons. In Black Rights/White Wrongs: The Critique of Racial Liberalism, political philosopher Charles Mills challenges mainstream accounts that ignore this history and its current legacy in the United States today.
978-0-19-024542-9 | HB | 304pp £119.95
978-0-19-024541-2 | PB | 304pp £64.99
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Order Online at: www.oup.com
Climate Crisis and the Democratic Prospect
Participatory Governance in Sustainable Communities
Frank Fischer, Rutgers University, USA
- Provides an original perspective on the issue of climate change
- Examines how we can sustain democratic governance during a time of severe ecological duress and its social and political consequences
- Explores alternatives for survival and democratic survival
This book supports the case for environmental democracy, but argues that sustaining democratic practices will be difficult during the global climate turmoil ahead.

UK: Jun 2017 / US: Jul 2017
978-0-19-959492-4 | PB | 336pp £25.99/$34.95
978-0-19-959491-7 | HB | 372pp £65/$90
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Anarchical Society at 40
Contemporary Challenges and Prospects
Edited by Hidemi Suganami, Abeyeswarya, Madeline Carr, Cardiff University, and Adam Humphreys, University of Reading
- Features contributions from leading scholars in the field
- Provides an extensive evaluation of Hedley Bull’s The Anarchical Society and provides new readings and insights into the text
- Develops new criticisms and explores Bull’s text and its relevance to key issues in contemporary world politics
First published in 1977, Hedley Bull’s The Anarchical Society is one of the classic texts in International Relations. This volume revisits Bull’s work, providing new readings of the text, developing new criticisms and exploring its relevance to a wide range of contemporary issues in world politics.

UK: Jun 2017 / US: Jul 2017
978-0-19-880514-4 | PB | 844pp £25.95/$34.95
978-0-19-877965-6 | HB | 844pp £65/$85
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Power and Feminist Agency in Capitalism
Toward a New Theory of the Political Subject
Claudia Leeb, School of Politics, Philosophy, and Public Affairs, Washington State University
Power and Feminist Agency in Capitalism develops the idea of the political subject in-outline to find solutions to the dilemmas inherent in the idea of the political subject, and provide answers to the when, who, how and what of socio-political change.

UK: Jun 2017 / US: Apr 2017
978-0-19-063989-1 | HB | 244pp £47.99/$65.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

A Foucauldian Interpretation of Modern Law
From Sovereignty to Normalisation and Beyond
Jacopo Martire, University of Stirling
Jacopo Martire investigates the development of modern law in conjunction with what Foucault termed biopolitical forms of power. He gives you a much-needed genealogical analysis of the modern legal phenomenon opening new avenues for Foucauldian approaches to law.

US: Jul 2017
9781444319293 | PB | 208pp $110
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

Approaches to Peace
FOURTH EDITION
David P. Barash, University of Washington
Approaches to Peace: A Reader in Peace Studies, Fourth Edition, provides a unique and interdisciplinary sampling of key articles focusing on the diverse facets of peace and conflict studies. Featuring both classic and contemporary work, it enables students to read highly influential articles while also introducing them to the most current perspectives in the field. Timeless classics from Leo Tolstoy, Martin Luther King, Jr., Gandhi, and Henry David Thoreau are included alongside contemporary pieces by illustrious contributors including Noam Chomsky, bell hooks, Vandana Shiva, and Pope Francis.

US: Jul 2017
978-0-19-063759-0 | PB | 320pp $44.95
Oxford Studies in Political Philosophy

**Oxford Studies in Political Philosophy, Volume 3**
Edited by David Sobel, Syracuse University, Peter Vallentyne, University of Missouri, and Steven Wall, University of Arizona

This is the third volume of Oxford Studies in Political Philosophy. The series aims to publish some of the best contemporary work in the vibrant field of political philosophy and its closely related subfields, including jurisprudence, normative economics, political theory in political science departments, and just war theory.

**Oxford Studies in Political Philosophy, Volume 4**
Edited by David Sobel, Syracuse University, Peter Vallentyne, University of Missouri, and Steven Wall, University of Arizona

This is the fourth volume of Oxford Studies in Political Philosophy. The series aims to publish some of the best contemporary work in the vibrant field of political philosophy and its closely related subfields, including jurisprudence, normative economics, political theory in political science departments, and just war theory.

**NEW IN PAPERBACK**

**Rationalism, Pluralism, and Freedom**
Jacob T. Levy, McGill University
- Provides an original account, unifying the history of political thought and contemporary disputes in political philosophy, grounding new questions in old concerns
- Connects normative political theory to social science and social theory about the dynamics of group life, the sources of social order, and the workings of state power

This book offers an original account of the history of liberal thought, one grounded in an institutional history of medieval pluralism and the early modern rationalizing state, and explores the deep tensions that liberal political thought rests upon.

**Montaigne and the Tolerance of Politics**
Douglas I. Thompson, University of South Carolina
Montaigne and the Tolerance of Politics argues for toleration as a practice of negotiation, looking to a philosopher not usually considered political: Michel de Montaigne. Douglas I. Thompson draws on Montaigne’s Essais to recover the idea that political toleration as a practice of negotiation, looking to a philosopher not usually considered political: Michel de Montaigne. Douglas I. Thompson draws on Montaigne’s Essais to recover the idea that political toleration grows out of genuine care for public goods and the establishment of political trust. This book argues that Montaigne’s view of tolerance is worth recovering and reconsidering in contemporary democratic societies where political leaders and ordinary citizens are becoming less able to talk to each other to resolve political conflicts and work for shared public goods.

**Partisanship and Political Liberalism in Diverse Societies**
Bonotti
This book examines the role of political parties in liberal democracies and their function, within the context of one of the most influential contemporary political theories, John Rawls’s political liberalism.
The Perfectionist Turn
From Metanorms to Metaethics
Douglas Den Uyl, Liberty Fund, Inc. and Douglas Rasmussen, St. John’s University in New York City

Contemporary political philosophy – e.g. Martha Nussbaum, John Rawls and Amartya Sen – tries to separate itself from other philosophical positions and frameworks. Now, Den Uyl and Rasmussen challenge this trend by moving from liberalism to what they call ‘individualistic perfectionism’, creating a powerful new way to think about ethics.

Beyond Origins
Rethinking Founding in a Time of Constitutional Democracy
Author Angelica Maria Bernal, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Beyond Origins challenges the common view of foundings as singular, extraordinary moments of political origin and creation. Engaging with cases of founding across political traditions – from classical Greece to contemporary Latin America – the book argues that it is only through pragmatist understandings of democratic origins that we can realize the potential for radical democratic change.

Divided Sovereignty
International Institutions and the Limits of State Authority
Carmen Pavel, King’s College London

Divided Sovereignty explores new institutional solutions to the old question of how to constrain states when they commit severe abuses against their own citizens. The book argues that coercive international institutions can stop these abuses and act as an insurance scheme against the possibility of states failing to fulfill their most basic sovereign responsibilities.

Measuring International Authority
A Postfunctionalist Theory of Governance, Volume III
Liesbet Hooghe, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Gary Marks, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Tobias Lenz, Georg-August-University Goettingen, Jeanine Bezuijen, Scottish Government, Besir Ceka, Davidson College, and Svet Derderyan, Colorado University Boulder

This ground-breaking book introduces an authoritative comparative measure of the authority that seventy-six international organizations (IOs) can exert over states.

The Perfectionist Turn
From Metanorms to Metaethics
Douglas Den Uyl, Liberty Fund, Inc. and Douglas Rasmussen, St. John’s University in New York City

Contemporary political philosophy – e.g. Martha Nussbaum, John Rawls and Amartya Sen – tries to separate itself from other philosophical positions and frameworks. Now, Den Uyl and Rasmussen challenge this trend by moving from liberalism to what they call ‘individualistic perfectionism’, creating a powerful new way to think about ethics.

Beyond Origins
Rethinking Founding in a Time of Constitutional Democracy
Author Angelica Maria Bernal, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Beyond Origins challenges the common view of foundings as singular, extraordinary moments of political origin and creation. Engaging with cases of founding across political traditions – from classical Greece to contemporary Latin America – the book argues that it is only through pragmatist understandings of democratic origins that we can realize the potential for radical democratic change.

Divided Sovereignty
International Institutions and the Limits of State Authority
Carmen Pavel, King’s College London

Divided Sovereignty explores new institutional solutions to the old question of how to constrain states when they commit severe abuses against their own citizens. The book argues that coercive international institutions can stop these abuses and act as an insurance scheme against the possibility of states failing to fulfill their most basic sovereign responsibilities.

Measuring International Authority
A Postfunctionalist Theory of Governance, Volume III
Liesbet Hooghe, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Gary Marks, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Tobias Lenz, Georg-August-University Goettingen, Jeanine Bezuijen, Scottish Government, Besir Ceka, Davidson College, and Svet Derderyan, Colorado University Boulder

This ground-breaking book introduces an authoritative comparative measure of the authority that seventy-six international organizations (IOs) can exert over states.

The Perfectionist Turn
From Metanorms to Metaethics
Douglas Den Uyl, Liberty Fund, Inc. and Douglas Rasmussen, St. John’s University in New York City

Contemporary political philosophy – e.g. Martha Nussbaum, John Rawls and Amartya Sen – tries to separate itself from other philosophical positions and frameworks. Now, Den Uyl and Rasmussen challenge this trend by moving from liberalism to what they call ‘individualistic perfectionism’, creating a powerful new way to think about ethics.

Beyond Origins
Rethinking Founding in a Time of Constitutional Democracy
Author Angelica Maria Bernal, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Beyond Origins challenges the common view of foundings as singular, extraordinary moments of political origin and creation. Engaging with cases of founding across political traditions – from classical Greece to contemporary Latin America – the book argues that it is only through pragmatist understandings of democratic origins that we can realize the potential for radical democratic change.

Divided Sovereignty
International Institutions and the Limits of State Authority
Carmen Pavel, King’s College London

Divided Sovereignty explores new institutional solutions to the old question of how to constrain states when they commit severe abuses against their own citizens. The book argues that coercive international institutions can stop these abuses and act as an insurance scheme against the possibility of states failing to fulfill their most basic sovereign responsibilities.

Measuring International Authority
A Postfunctionalist Theory of Governance, Volume III
Liesbet Hooghe, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Gary Marks, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Tobias Lenz, Georg-August-University Goettingen, Jeanine Bezuijen, Scottish Government, Besir Ceka, Davidson College, and Svet Derderyan, Colorado University Boulder

This ground-breaking book introduces an authoritative comparative measure of the authority that seventy-six international organizations (IOs) can exert over states.
**POLITICAL THEORY**

**Assembly**
Michael Hardt, Duke University, and Antonio Negri, University of Padua and University of Paris VII
- Proposes how contemporary social movements can better harness power to effect lasting change
- Challenges the assumption that social movements must return to traditional, centralised forms of political leadership
- Provides a new analysis of the dominance of finance and money

Each year an eruption of ‘leaderless’ social movements leaves external observers and activists perplexed. Why have the movements, which address the needs and desires of so many, not been able to achieve lasting change? In Assembly, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri analyze potential paths for creating a more democratic and just society.

**Available as an Ebook** | **Available in Oxford Scholarship Online**

**Domestic Colonies**
The Turn Inward to Colony
Barbara Arneil, University of British Columbia
This volume examines ‘domestic colonialism’ of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and analyzes domestic colonies empirically – across several countries using primary, archival, and secondary sources – and theoretically, through the writings of leading thinkers of the period.

**Available as an Ebook** | **Available in Oxford Scholarship Online**
| HB | 192pp £60/$80 | 9781526122810 | US: Nov 2017

**Liberal Realism**
A Realist Theory of Liberal Politics
Matt Sleat, University of Sheffield

The first comprehensive overview of the resurgence of interest in realist political theory, and a defence of liberal politics in realist terms.

978-0-19-880342-3 | HB | 304pp | £60/$80

**Constituting Freedom**
Machiavelli and Florence
Fabio Raimondi, University of Salerno
An important new interpretation of Machiavelli’s political thinking, appearing in English for the first time.

**UK: Jan 2018/US: Mar 2018**
978-0-19-881545-7 | HB | 208pp | £50/$65

**The Biopolitics of Embryos and Alphabets**
A Reproductive History of the Nonhuman
Ruth A. Miller, University of Massachusetts-Boston
- Proposes a new feminist theory of nonhuman biopolitics
- Argues that gender and sexuality are essential in understanding nostalgia as a political force
- Reconceptualizes the politics of reproduction

In recent decades there has been an explosion in work in the social and physical sciences describing the similarities between human and nonhuman as well as human and non-animal thinking. In this book, Ruth Miller argues that these types of phenomena are also useful models for thinking about the growth, reproduction, and spread of political thought and democratic processes. By shifting her level of analysis from the politics of self-determining subjects to the realm of material environments and information systems, Miller asks what might happen if these alternative, nonhuman thought processes become the normative thought processes of democratic engagement.

**Available as an Ebook** | **Available in Oxford Scholarship Online**

**The Civic Constitution**
Civic Visions and Struggles in the Path toward Constitutional Democracy
Elizabeth Beaumont, University of Minnesota
The Civic Constitution provides a compelling case for rethinking the U.S. Constitution and its relation to citizens and social movements. By exploring pivotal struggles over governmental power, individual rights, and the boundaries of citizenship, this book challenges reigning approaches and reveals the profound importance of ‘civic founders’ who worked to reinvent the constitutional order.

**Available as an Ebook** | **Available in Oxford Scholarship Online**
| HB | 256pp | £49.99/$74.95 | 978-0-19-069255-1

**NEW IN PAPERBACK**

**Order Online at: www.oup.com**
NEW IN PAPERBACK

National Security and Double Government
Michael J. Glennon, The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University
978-0-19-020644-4 | HB | 257pp £20.99/$31.95
Available as an Ebook

Constitutional Torts and the War on Terror
James E. Pfander, Northwestern University School of Law
978-0-19-049528-2 | HB | 280pp £39.50/$59.95
Available as an Ebook in Oxford Scholarship Online

Balanced Constitutionalism
Chintan Chandrachud, London office of Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan LLP
978-0-19-947058-7 | HB | 322pp £37.99/$49.95
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Council of Europe
Its Law and Policies
Edited by Stefanie Schnabl, University of Würzburg, and Martin Breuer, University of Konstanz
978-0-19-967252-3 | HB | 316pp £125/$185
Available as an Ebook in Oxford Scholarship Online

United States Law and Policy on Transitional Justice
Principles, Politics, and Pragmatics
Zachary D. Kaufman, Harvard University, John F. Kennedy School of Government
978-0-19-065548-4 | HB | 388pp £45.00/$65.00
978-0-19-024349-4 | PB | 420pp £15.99/$22.95
Available as an Ebook in Oxford Scholarship Online

NEW EDITION

The Thin Justice of International Law
A Moral Reckoning of the Law of Nations
Steven R. Ratner, University of Michigan Law School
978-0-19-880804-4 | PB | 416pp £24.99/$34.95
978-0-19-872304-2 | HB | 496pp £49.99/$74.95
Available as an Ebook in Oxford Scholarship Online

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Law of Nations and the United States Constitution
Anthony J. Bellia Jr. and Bradford R. Clark
978-0-19-984125-7 | HB | 320pp £55/$85
Available as an Ebook in Oxford Scholarship Online
The Politics of Energy Crises

Eric R.A.N. Smith.
University of California-
Santa Barbara

Juliet E. Carlisle.
Idaho State
University

Jessica T.
Feeney.
University of New Mexico, and

Kristy E.H. Michaud.
California State
University-Northridge

- Extends Baumgartner and Jones’ theory of punctuated equilibrium, applying it to energy crises
- Investigates the patterns that repeat themselves across the five major energy crises
- Explores the role that public opinion plays throughout the policy making process

As The Politics of Energy Crises demonstrates, one can discern patterns in politics and policymaking when looking at the cycles of energy crises in the United States.

978-0-19-026464-2 | PB | 248pp £19.99/$29.95
978-0-19-026463-5 | HB | 248pp £64.59
Available as an Ebook

Governing Global Health
Who Runs the World and Why?

Chelsea Clinton.
Clinton Foundation and
Columbia University, and
Devi Sridhar.
Edinburgh University and
University of Oxford

- Presents an even-handed and thorough empirical analysis of global health organizations
- Provides the first ever analysis of public-private partnerships (PPPs) that exist to combat health problems
- Examines how PPPs might grow to be even more effective in their combatting of communicable diseases

An even-handed and thorough empirical analysis of one of the most pressing topics in world affairs, Governing Global Health will reshape our understanding of how organizations can more effectively prevent the spread of communicable diseases like AIDS and reduce pervasive chronic health problems like malnutrition.

978-0-19-025327-1 | HB | 314pp £16.99/$24.95
Available as an Ebook
PARTNER PUBLISHER

Neoliberal Power and Public Management Reforms
Peter Triantafillou, Roskilde University
This book examines contemporary public administration reforms seeking to promote accountability, credibility and evidence. It is argued that a particular form of constructivist neoliberalism play a pivotal role in these reforms.

Social and Political Power
US: Jun 2017
9781526103741 | HB | 200pp $115
Published by Manchester University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

Interpretive Political Science
Selected Essays, Volume II
R.A.W. Rhodes, University of Southampton
Selected Essays, Volume II explores the ‘interpretive turn’ and its implications for political science, focusing on different ways of studying politics.
978-0-19-878611-5 | HB | 200pp $115
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Governing the World’s Largest Market
The Politics of Derivatives Regulation After the 2008 Crisis
Edited by Eric Helleiner, Stefano Pagliari, and Irene Spagna
Examines how the G20 governments developed a coordinated international agenda to enhance public regulatory control over these markets that had been allowed to grow largely unchecked before the crisis.
978-0-19-986457-6 | HB | 336pp £41.99/$65

Very Short Introductions
Now with over 500 titles
Brilliantly concise Very Short Introductions to almost everything

www.oup.com/VSI /veryshortintroductions
Exile, Diaspora, and Return
Changing Cultural Landscapes in Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, and Uruguay
Luis Roniger, Wake Forest University, Leonardo Senkman, Hebrew University, Saul Sosnowski, University of Maryland, and Mario Sznajder, Hebrew University
During the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, dictatorships in Latin America hastened the outward movement of intellectuals, academics, artists, and political and social activists to other countries. The authoritarian rulers assumed that they would assure their control of politics and domestic public spheres by forcing opposition movements out of the country. Yet, by enlarging a diaspora of co-nationals, the authoritarian rulers emboldened opposition forces beyond their national borders. Exile, Diaspora, and Return provides the first comprehensive analysis of diasporic experiences and the impact of returnees on the public life, culture, institutions, and development of post-authoritarian politics in the Southern Cone of the Americas.
978-0-19-069396-1 | HB | 296pp £47.99/$74
Available as an Ebook

No Illusions
The Voices of Russia’s Future Leaders, with a New Introduction
Ellen Mickiewicz, Duke University
• An unprecedented and intimate window into the mindsets of future leaders of Russian government, economy, and diplomacy
• Over one hundred students in Russia’s three most elite universities reveal their thoughts in focus groups
• Written by one of the leading and most knowledgeable scholars of Russian media, politics, and culture
What will the next generation of Russian leaders be like? No Illusions provides an engaging, intimate, and unprecedented window into the mindsets of the next generation of leaders in Russian politics, business, and economics.
UK: Jul 2017 / US: May 2017
978-0-19-065924-0 | HB | 288pp £20/$29.95
Available as an Ebook

Near Abroad
Putin, the West and the Contest over Ukraine and the Caucasus
Gerard Toal, Virginia Tech
In sum, by showing how and why local regional disputes quickly develop into global crises through the paired power of historical memory and time-space compression, Near Abroad reshapes our understanding of the current conflict raging in the center of the Eurasian landmass and international politics as a whole.
978-0-19-025330-1 | HB | 408pp £19.99/$29.95
Available as an Ebook

No Illusions
The Voices of Russia’s Future Leaders, with a New Introduction
Ellen Mickiewicz, Duke University
• An unprecedented and intimate window into the mindsets of future leaders of Russian government, economy, and diplomacy
• Over one hundred students in Russia’s three most elite universities reveal their thoughts in focus groups
• Written by one of the leading and most knowledgeable scholars of Russian media, politics, and culture
What will the next generation of Russian leaders be like? No Illusions provides an engaging, intimate, and unprecedented window into the mindsets of the next generation of leaders in Russian politics, business, and economics.
UK: Jul 2017 / US: May 2017
978-0-19-065924-0 | HB | 288pp £20/$29.95
Available as an Ebook

The Long Hangover
Putin’s Russia and the Ghosts of the Past
Shaun Walker, The Guardian
In The Long Hangover, Shaun Walker provides a deeply reported, bottom-up explanation of Putin’s aggressive foreign policy and his support among Russians.
UK: Jan 2018 / US: Dec 2017
978-0-19-065924-0 | HB | 288pp £20/$29.95
Available as an Ebook

Visit Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/politics
SECURITY STUDIES

**Non-Western Responses to Terrorism**
Edited by Michael J. Boyle, La Salle University
A survey of how non-Western societies have responded to the threats of domestic and international terrorism in ways consistent with, and reflective of, their historical and cultural traditions.
New Directions in Terrorism Studies
US: Oct 2016
9781844994519 | HB | 320pp $140
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

**Faith, Unity, Discipline**
The Inter-Service-Intelligence (ISI) of Pakistan
Hein Kiessling
Offering fresh insights into the ISI as a domestic and international actor based on intimate knowledge of its inner workings and key individuals, this startlingly original book uncovers the hitherto shady world of Pakistan’s secret service.
Strategy in War and Peace
Aaron Edwards, Royal Military Academy Sandhurst
Aaron Edwards unpacks key strategic episodes from world history and politics to help you understand the role of strategy and the scholarly and policy debates surrounding it; from counter-insurgency to the rise of non-state actors, and from the end of the British empire to Daesh/Islamic State.
US: Dec 2016
9781474428447 | PB | 368pp £/$120
9781526105820 | PB | 368pp $34.95
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

**Death and Security**
Memory and Mortality at the Bombsite
Charlotte Heath-Kelly, University of Warwick
A comparative study of memorialisation and reconstruction of post-terrorist bomb sites, which argues that security practices are fundamentally connected to death anxiety. The book combines literature from continental philosophy, sociology of death and disaster recovery to empirically and theoretically challenge existing ideas of security.
New Approaches to Conflict Analysis
US: Dec 2016
9781474428379 | HB | 320pp $140
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

**The Role of Terrorism in Twenty-First-Century Warfare**
Leonard Weinberg, and Susanne Martin, both at University of Nevada
Using a variety of case studies, Weinberg and Martin provide a systematic and comprehensive analysis of the role played by terrorism as a standalone tactic as well as one used to ignite broad-scale conflict. The work also poses the question on what occasions does terrorism tend to occur as an armed conflict begins to subside, and when, in other words, is it a trailing indicator?
New Directions in Terrorism Studies
US: Dec 2016
9781474428298 | PB | 296pp $45
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

**Rebel Law**
Insurgents, Courts and Justice in Modern Conflict
Frank Ledwidge
A revealing and unique account of how insurgent groups mete out their own brand of justice, to maintain control and cement their legitimacy.
US: Apr 2017
9781844947982 | HB | 246pp $70
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

**Jihad and Dawah**
Evolving Narratives of Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jamat ud Dawah
Samina Yasmeen, University of Western Australia, Perth
For those studying Islamist movements, terrorism and the link between religion, Muslim philanthropy and politics in Pakistan, Yasmeen’s scrupulously researched volume will be essential reading.
US: Aug 2017
97818449407104 | HB | 246pp $45
Published by Hurst*
Distributed by OUP USA

**Taliban Narratives**
The Use and Power of Stories in the Afghanistan Conflict
Thomas Johnson, National Security Affairs Department, Naval Postgraduate School
Shines a light on the Taliban’s propaganda arm and its impact on the course of the war in Afghanistan.
US: Aug 2017
978-0-19-084060-0 | PB | 316pp $45
Published by OUP USA

**Rethinking Humanitarian Intervention in the 21st Century**
Edited by Aidan Warren, RMIT University, and Damian Grenfell, RMIT University
Since the Cold War, humanitarian interventions have transitioned through a range of stages. These 13 essays focus on the challenges associated with interventions, conflict and attendant human rights violations, unmitigated and systematic violence, state re-building, and issues associated with human mobility and dislocation.
US: Jun 2017
9781474423816 | HB | 246pp $125
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

**Post-Liberal Peace Transitions**
Between Peace Formation and State Formation
Oliver P. Richmond, University of Manchester, and Sandra Pogodda, University of Manchester
By looking at local agency related to peace formation, Oliver Richmond and Sandra Pogodda find answers to the pressing question of how large-scale peacebuilding or statebuilding may be significantly improved and made more representative of the lives, needs, rights, and ambitions of its subjects.
US: Aug 2017
9781474424284 | NEW in HB | 246pp $29.95
Published by Edinburgh University Press*
Distributed by OUP USA

Order Online at: www.oup.com
American Constitutionalism
Volume I Structures of Government
Volume II Rights and Liberties
SECOND EDITION
Howard Gillman, UC Irvine, Mark Graber, University of Maryland, and Keith E. Whittington, Princeton University

Constitutionalism in the United States is not determined solely by decisions made by the Supreme Court. Moving beyond traditional casebooks, renowned scholars Howard Gillman, Mark A. Graber, and Keith E. Whittington take a refreshingly innovative approach in American Constitutionalism. Organized according to the standard two-semester sequence—in which Volume I covers Institutions and Volume II covers Rights and Liberties—this text is unique in that it presents the material in a historical organization within each volume, as opposed to the typical issues-based organization.


The Other One Percent
Indians in America
Sanjoy Chakravorty, Temple University, Devesh Kapur, University of Pennsylvania, and Nirvikar Singh, University of California
• Comprehensive and authoritative overview of the Indian immigrant population in the United States
• Explains the three key processes—selection, assimilation, and entrepreneurship—that led to Indians in America becoming the most-educated and highest-income group
• Shows how these processes are rooted in global changes in technology and trade and policy changes in India and the United States

In The Other One Percent, Sanjoy Chakravorty, Devesh Kapur, and Nirvikar Singh provide the first authoritative and systematic overview of South Asians living in the United States.

Modern South Asia

Twists of Fate
Multiracial Coalitions and Minority Representation in the US House of Representatives
Vanessa C. Tyson, Scripps College
Members of Congress from racial minority groups often find themselves in a unique predicament: they represent constituencies that are more economically disadvantaged than those of their white colleagues and they themselves experience marginalization during the process of policy formulation on Capitol Hill. In Twists of Fate, Vanessa C. Tyson illuminates the ways in which House representatives from racial minority groups have worked together through an understanding of their linked political fates, to advocate successfully for equality and social justice.


Debating Gun Control
How Much Regulation Do We Need?
David DeGrazia, George Washington University, and Lester H. Hunt, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Americans have an ambivalent relationship to guns. The debate over the role of guns and gun regulations in American society tends to be acrimonious and misinformed.


Sustainable Security
Rethinking American National Security Strategy
Edited by Jeremi Suri, University of Texas, and Benjamin Valenti, Dartmouth College
How can the United States craft a sustainable national security strategy in a world of shifting threats, sharp resource constraints, and a changing balance of power? This volume brings together research on this question from political science, history, and political economy, aiming to inform both future scholarship and strategic decision-making.


American Constitutionalism
American Government in Black and White
Divisions and Democracy
THIRD EDITION
Paula McClain, Duke University, and Steven Tauber, University of South Florida
American Government in Black and White: Diversity and Democracy, Third Edition, is a unique introduction to American government that uses racial and ethnic equality as its underlying theme.

US: Jan 2017
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of ‘analytic activism,’ including both its strengths and
new media environment. This book discusses the rise
monitor public sentiment, experiment with new
listen to their supporters,
digital analytics in order to
increasingly turning to
organizations are
Washington University
David Karpf
, George
New Political Strategy
Andrews
: Building State Capability
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
978-0-19-874748-2
This book uses data to identify failures in efforts
to build state capability in development, employs
theory to explain why these failures are common and
likely to persist, and builds on applied experience to
offer a new approach to build state capability more
effectively.
978-0-19-874748-2 | PB | 288pp £33.55
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
PARTNER PUBLISHER
American Imperialism
The Territorial Expansion of the United States, 1783-2013
Adam Burns
The United States has been described by many of its
foreign and domestic critics as an ‘empire’. Providing a wide-ranging analysis
of the United States as a territorial, imperial power from its foundation to the present-day, this book
explores the United States’ acquisition or long-term
occupation of territories through a chronological perspective.
BAAS Paperbacks
UK: Feb 2017
9781474402149 | PB | 216pp £29.95
9781474402132 | HB | 216pp £105
Published by Edinburgh University Press* Distributed by OUP USA
PARTNER PUBLISHER
The Politics of Diplomacy
U.S. Presidents and the Northern Ireland Conflict, 1963-1998
James Cooper
, Oxford
Brookes University
Developed through the
prism of the U.S. presidency, and
drawing on American, British, and Irish archival
material, this major study examines the attitudes and
involvement of John F. Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson,
Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter, Ronald
Reagan, George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton in the
Northern Ireland conflict.
Edinburgh Studies in Anglo-American Relations
US: Feb 2017
9781474402218 | HB | 192pp £105
Published by Edinburgh University Press* Distributed by OUP USA
PERSONAL PUBLISHER
The Masses are the Ruling Classes
Policy Romanticism, Democratic Populism,
and Social Welfare in America
William Epstein
, School of
Social Work, UNLV
The Masses are the Ruling Classes
argues that popular sentiments rule social
decision making and that elites are essentially
obedient to democratic preferences, and not the
other way around.
978-0-19-046706-7 | HB | 240pp £25.99/$39.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
PARTNER PUBLISHER
The Open Door Era
United States Foreign Policy in the Twentieth Century
Michael Patrick Cullinane
 and Alex Goodall
In 1899, U.S. Secretary of
State John Hay wrote six
world powers calling for an ‘Open Door’ in China
that would guarantee equal trading opportunities,
curtail colonial annexation, and prevent conflict in
the Far East. Within a year, the region had succumbed
to renewed colonisation and war, but despite the
apparent failure of Hay’s diplomacy, the ideal of the
Open Door emerged as the central component of U.S.
foreign policy in the twentieth century. Just as visions
of ‘Manifest Destiny’ shaped continental expansion in
the nineteenth century, Woodrow Wilson used the
Open Door to make the case for a world ‘safe for
democracy’, Franklin Roosevelt developed it to inspire
the fight against totalitarianism and imperialism,
and Cold War containment policy envisioned international communism as the latest threat to
global system built upon peace, openness, and
effectiveness. In a concise yet wide-ranging examination
of its origins and development, readers will discover
how the idea of the Open Door came to define the
American Century.
US: Feb 2017
9781474401319 | PB | 224pp £29.95
9781474401302 | HB | 224pp £120
Published by Edinburgh University Press* Distributed by OUP USA
PARTNER PUBLISHER
Building State Capability
Evidence, Analysis, Action
Matt Andrews , Harvard
Kennedy School, Lant
Pritchett, Harvard Kennedy
School, and Michael
Woolcock, Lead Social
Development Specialist,
Development Research Group, World Bank
This book uses data to identify failures in efforts
to build state capability in development, employs
theory to explain why these failures are common and
likely to persist, and builds on applied experience to
offer a new approach to build state capability more
effectively.
978-0-19-874748-2 | PB | 288pp £33.55
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
PARTNER PUBLISHER
Analytic Activism
Digital Listening and the New Political Strategy
David Karpf
, George
Washington University
Nerroots activist
organizations are increasingly turning to
digital analytics in order to
listen to their supporters,
monitor public sentiment, experiment with new
tactics, and develop strategies that can succeed in the
new media environment. This book discusses the rise
of ‘analytic activism,’ including both its strengths and
its limitations.
978-0-19-063225-0 | PB | 256pp £19.99/$29.95
978-0-19-063224-3 | HB | 256pp £64/$99
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
PARTNER PUBLISHER
Congress and the Media
Beyond Institutional Power
Danielle Vinson
, Furman
University
Members of Congress have increasingly embraced
media relations to influence policymaking. In Congress and the Media, Vinson
argues that congressional members use the media
to supplement their formal powers or to compensate
for their lack of power to explain why congressional
members go public and when they are likely to
succeed in getting coverage.
978-0-19-063225-0 | PB | 216pp £19.99/$29.95
978-0-19-063224-3 | HB | 216pp £64/$99
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
PARTNER PUBLISHER
The Origins of American Religious Nationalism
Sam Haselby
, Columbia
University
By identifying a historic
fight within Anglo-
American Protestantism,
and how it related to major contemporary political
developments in the early American republic, Sam
Haselby explains the origins of the distinct language
and means of combining political and religious
authority that characterizes American nationalism.
Religion in America
978-0-19-063008-9 | PB | 322pp £16.99/$24.95
978-0-19-932957-1 | HB | 352pp £51/$74
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where Have All the Heroes Gone?</strong></td>
<td>Bruce G. Peabody, Bruce Jenkins, both at Fairleigh Dickinson University</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>978-0-19-998296-7</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>£18.99/$27.95</td>
<td>UK: Apr 2017 / US: Feb 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Time Is Always Now</strong></td>
<td>Nick Bromell, University of Massachusetts Amherst</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>978-0-19-022858-3</td>
<td>HB</td>
<td>£54</td>
<td>UK: Feb 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where Have All the Heroes Gone?</strong></td>
<td>Bruce G. Peabody, Bruce Jenkins, both at Fairleigh Dickinson University</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>978-0-19-998296-7</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>£16.99/$24.95</td>
<td>UK: Apr 2017 / US: Feb 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By the People
Debating American Government, Third Edition
James Morone, Brown University, and Rogan Kersh, Wake Forest University
By the People, Brief Third Edition, reflects the dynamism of American government and politics with new teaching and learning tools that prepare the students to ENGAGE, THINK, and DEBATE now more than ever before. In a storytelling approach that weaves contemporary examples together with historical context, By the People: Debating American Government, Brief Third Edition, explores the themes and ideas that drive the great debates in American government and politics. It introduces students to big questions like Who governs? How does our system of government work? Why Young Americans are Turned Off to Politics Jennifer L. Lawless, American University, and Richard L. Fox, Loyola Marymount University It includes a new preface from the authors. The first in-depth account of young people’s political ambition Running from Office explores young people’s opinions about contemporary politics and their political ambition (or lack of it). The book paints a political profile of the next generation that should sound alarm bells about the long-term, deeply embedded damage contemporary politics has wrought on U.S. democracy and its youngest citizens.

The Ideas Industry
How Pessimists, Partisans, and Plutocrats are Transforming the Marketplace of Ideas
Daniel Drezner, Tufts University
The new edition of The Ideas Industry – now with three prize-winning presidential scholars: Thomas E. Cronin, Michael A. Genovese and Meena Bose – explores the complex phenomena of the American presidency by presenting a series of paradoxes that shape and define the office.

The Long Reach of the Sixties
LBJ, Nixon, and the Making of the Contemporary Supreme Court
Laura Kalman, UC-Santa Barbara
The Long Reach of the Sixties, legal historian Laura Kalman explores the Supreme Court nomination and confirmation battles of the late 1960s and early 1970s and shows how they have haunted – indeed, scarred – the Supreme Court appointments process ever since.

The American Nonvoter
Lyn Ragsdale, Rice University, and Jerrold G. Rusk, Rice University
The American Nonvoter examines how uncertainty regarding the national context influences people’s decisions whether to vote or not. During times of national crisis, when uncertainty is high, voting increases; during times of stability people stay home. Using rigorous statistical tools and rich historical stories, Lyn Ragsdale and Jerrold G. Rusk show how uncertainty in the national campaign context reduces nonvoting in presidential and midterm elections from 1920 to 2012.

The Making of Black Lives Matter
A Brief History of An Idea
Christopher J. Lebron, Yale University
The #BlackLivesMatter movement has become a media and political phenomenon, but, as Christopher J. Lebron points out in this book, it is part of an older and richer tradition arguing for the equal dignity of black people. Lebron lays out the genesis of the ideas that have built the movement, presenting a foundational blueprint of sorts that can help us make sense of the emotions, demands, and arguments of present-day activists and public thinkers as well as recast the role of historical black thinkers in American life.

Order Online at: www.oup.com
The Obama Doctrine
American Grand Strategy Today
Colin Dueck, George Mason University
- Analyzes Obama's foreign policy strategy, record, and approach from a conservative perspective
- Offers detailed and explicit analysis, predictions, and recommendations regarding various Republican Party foreign policy positions
- Will help shape the foreign policy debate going forward
An incisive evaluation of foreign policy and the meaning of power in the Obama era.
978-0-19-065994-3 | P/B | 384pp | £12.99/$19.95

Multiracial Identity and Racial Politics in the United States
Natalie Masuoka, Tufts University
- Provides readers seeking to understand the history of American race relations with both historical methods and analyses of empirical data
- Offers a new theory of thinking about race, the 'identity choice' framework which is situated in the major debates on U.S. racial formation
- Will be of interest to scholars of critical race theory and identity theory, in addition to multiracial individuals and others interested in US racial politics
Natalie Masuoka's Multiracial Identity and Racial Politics in the United States traces the historical forces that created a new cultural norm to racially self-identify as 'multiracial' and offers evidence on the possible political implications of this racial identity.
978-0-19-065747-3 | P/B | 256pp | £18.99/$27.95
978-0-19-065746-6 | H/B | 256pp | £64.99
Available as an eBook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

The Creative Destruction of New York City
Engineering the City for the Elite
Alessandro Busà, Urban Reinventors Journal
- Shows that today's hyper-gentrification is 'upgrading' the city to standards that are unaffordable to all but the very wealthy, pushing out even those who had been accused of gentrification in the past: New York's middle class
- Traces a pattern of favoritism toward the FIRE (finance, insurance, and real estate) sectors since the 1970s that has thwarted steps toward a more egalitarian and affordable city
- Argues that progressives' good intentions are thwarted by the result of 40 years of austerity, privatization, financial deregulation, and public financing of financial losses that have increased inequality
The Creative Destruction of New York City tells the story of fifteen years of shocking urban changes in New York City under the administrations of Bloomberg and de Blasio, and identifies the urban regime of city producers who are rebuilding cities like New York for a brand new global class of super-wealthy city consumers.
978-0-19-061009-8 | P/B | 488pp | £35.99/$54.95
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The Transformation of American Liberalism
George Klosko, University of Virginia
In The Transformation of American Liberalism, George Klosko explores how American political leaders have contributed to notably ungenerous programs.

Supreme Democracy
The End of Elitism in Supreme Court Nominations
Richard Davis
Supreme Court Nominations explores how the rise of mass media, and the democratization of politics more broadly, has affected the Court, the presidency, and the Senate.

The Pragmatist
Joseph Viteritti’s The Pragmatist uses the story of the rise, fall and rebirth of the Democratic Party in New York City, and in the process introduce us to the contributions and perspectives of progressivism in New York City itself.

The Reactionary Mind
Conservatism from Edmund Burke to Donald Trump
Corey Robin, Brooklyn College/CUNY
• Updated through the 2016 election and Trump’s first months as president
• Makes a controversial claim that the men and women of the right are united by a common political project
• Written by a well-known and well-regarded observer of the contemporary political and cultural scene

The Reactionary Mind traces conservatism back to its roots in the reaction against the French Revolution.

American Cicero
Mario Cuomo and the Defense of American Liberalism
Saladin Ambar, Lehigh University
Saladin Ambar’s American Cicero weaves elements of biography, political history, and political theory into a novel interpretation of Cuomo’s life and legacy.

American Opinion on Trade
Preferences without Politics
Alexandra Guisinger, Temple University
American Opinion on Trade provides a multi-method examination of the sources of attitudes, drawing on survey data and experimental surveys; it also traces how trade issues become intertwined with attitudes toward redistribution as well as gender and race.

American Foreign Policy
Studies in Intellectual History
Edited by Jean-François Drolet, and James Dunkerley, both at Queen Mary University of London
This book brings together international relations scholars, political theorists and historians to reflect on the intellectual history of American foreign policy since the late nineteenth century.

Order Online at: www.oup.com
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The Political History of American Food Aid
An Uneasy Benevolence
Barry Riley: Stanford University
The Political History of American Food Aid provides a profound understanding of the complex factors influencing American food aid policy and a foundation for examining its historical relationship with relief, economic development, food security and its possible future in a world confronting the effects of global climate change.
978-0-19-022887-3 | HB | 288pp £32.99/$49.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Fed Power
How Finance Wins
Lawrence R. Jacobs, University of Minnesota, and Desmond King, Oxford University
Lawrence Jacobs and Desmond King’s Fed Power is the first sustained examination of the Fed as a potent political institution that systematically provides concealed advantages to a privileged few. The authors trace the Fed’s historic development from the fiery tug-of-war over monetary policy during the 19th century to its current position as the most important institution in the American economy, possessing unparalleled capacity and autonomy to intervene in private markets.
978-0-19-069050-2 | PB | 264pp £16.99/$24.95
978-0-19-938986-7 | HB | 256pp £26.99/$34.95

Exchange Politics
Opposing Obamacare in Battleground States
David K. Jones, Boston University School of Public Health
Why did 34 states reject implementing a core part of Obamacare they said they would like, especially given the threat of losing control to the federal government? This book examines the role of governors, the Tea Party, and other interest groups in the fight over health insurance exchanges.
978-0-19-067101-3 | HB | 256pp £22.99/$34.95
Available as an Ebook

The New Economic Populism
How States Respond to Economic Inequality
William Franko, Auburn University, and Christopher Witko, University of South Carolina
There is a growing consensus among scholars that one of the biggest drivers of income inequality in the United States is government activity (or inactivity). While many Americans look to the federal government to take action to combat inequality, William Franko and Christopher Witko assert that it is the states that are best positioned and most likely to actually do something about it. The New Economic Populism argues that over time, more egalitarian policies at the state level will spread across to other states and, eventually, to the federal level.
978-0-19-067101-3 | HB | 256pp £22.99/$34.95
Available as an Ebook

Spy Watching
Intelligence Accountability in the United States
Loch K. Johnson, University of Georgia
Given the dangers in the world – from terrorism to pandemics – nations must have effective spy services; yet, to prevent the misuse of secret power, democracies must also ensure that their spies are well supervised. Loch Johnson’s Spy Watching focuses on the obstacles encountered by America as it pursues more effective intelligence accountability.
UK: Jan 2018 / US: Dec 2017
978-0-19-066827-1 | PB | 312pp £25.99/$39.95
978-0-19-066894-0 | HB | 256pp £39.99/$59.95

STUDIES IN POSTWAR AMERICAN POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT

Politics at Work
How Companies Turn Their Workers into Lobbyists
Alexander Hertel-Fernandez
Politics at Work documents how and why U.S. employers are increasingly recruiting their workers into politics – and what such recruitment means for American democracy and public policy.
Studies in Postwar American Political Development
UK: Mar 2018 / US: Jan 2018
9780190629892 | HB | 388pp £19.99/$29.95

Citizenship By Degree
U.S. Higher Education Policy and the Changing Gender Dynamics of American Citizenship
Deondra Rose
Argues that higher education policies paved the way for women to surpass men as the recipients of bachelor’s degrees and helped them move toward full, first-class citizenship.
Studies in Postwar American Political Development
9780190650957 | PB | 306pp £19.99/$29.95
9780190650940 | HB | 306pp £59.99

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Struggles for Freedom
Afghanistan and US Foreign Policy Since 1979
Andrew Hammond, University of Warwick
Andrew Hammond looks at the pivotal role that ‘freedom’ has played in US foreign policy towards Afghanistan since the 1979 Soviet invasion, giving us a radically new perspective.
US: Mar 2018
9781744055434 | PB | 266pp £29.95
9781744055441 | HB | 266pp £59.95
Published by Edinburgh University Press* Distributed by OUP USA

American Citizenship: The Changing Gender Dynamics of U.S. Higher Education Policy and Economic Inequality
Deondra Rose
Argues that higher education policies paved the way for women to surpass men as the recipients of bachelor’s degrees and helped them move toward full, first-class citizenship.
Studies in Postwar American Political Development
9780190650957 | PB | 306pp £19.99/$29.95
9780190650940 | HB | 306pp £59.99

PARTNER PUBLISHER

Politics at Work
How Companies Turn Their Workers into Lobbyists
Alexander Hertel-Fernandez
Politics at Work documents how and why U.S. employers are increasingly recruiting their workers into politics – and what such recruitment means for American democracy and public policy.
Studies in Postwar American Political Development
UK: Mar 2018 / US: Jan 2018
9780190629892 | HB | 388pp £19.99/$29.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Fed Power
How Finance Wins
Lawrence R. Jacobs, University of Minnesota, and Desmond King, Oxford University
Lawrence Jacobs and Desmond King’s Fed Power is the first sustained examination of the Fed as a potent political institution that systematically provides concealed advantages to a privileged few. The authors trace the Fed’s historic development from the fiery tug-of-war over monetary policy during the 19th century to its current position as the most important institution in the American economy, possessing unparalleled capacity and autonomy to intervene in private markets.
978-0-19-069050-2 | PB | 264pp £16.99/$24.95
978-0-19-938986-7 | HB | 256pp £26.99/$34.95

Exchange Politics
Opposing Obamacare in Battleground States
David K. Jones, Boston University School of Public Health
Why did 34 states reject implementing a core part of Obamacare they said they would like, especially given the threat of losing control to the federal government? This book examines the role of governors, the Tea Party, and other interest groups in the fight over health insurance exchanges.
978-0-19-067224-4 | PB | 232pp £19.99/$29.95
978-0-19-067223-7 | HB | 232pp £26/39
Available as an Ebook

The New Economic Populism
How States Respond to Economic Inequality
William Franko, Auburn University, and Christopher Witko, University of South Carolina
There is a growing consensus among scholars that one of the biggest drivers of income inequality in the United States is government activity (or inactivity). While many Americans look to the federal government to take action to combat inequality, William Franko and Christopher Witko assert that it is the states that are best positioned and most likely to actually do something about it. The New Economic Populism argues that over time, more egalitarian policies at the state level will spread across to other states and, eventually, to the federal level.
978-0-19-067101-3 | HB | 256pp £22.99/$34.95
Available as an Ebook

Spy Watching
Intelligence Accountability in the United States
Loch K. Johnson, University of Georgia
Given the dangers in the world – from terrorism to pandemics – nations must have effective spy services; yet, to prevent the misuse of secret power, democracies must also ensure that their spies are well supervised. Loch Johnson’s Spy Watching focuses on the obstacles encountered by America as it pursues more effective intelligence accountability.
UK: Jan 2018 / US: Dec 2017
978-0-19-066827-1 | PB | 312pp £25.99/$39.95
978-0-19-066894-0 | HB | 256pp £39.99/$59.95
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VERY SHORT INTRODUCTIONS
Puerto Rico
What Everyone Needs to Know®
Jorge Duany
Florida International University
Puerto Rico, acquired by the United States from Spain in 1898, has a peculiar status among Latin American and Caribbean countries. Its commonwealth status has been hotly debated since its establishment, and the pervasive presence of US power in the island’s military, political, economic, and educational institutions is a source of constant tension. Despite their ongoing colonial dilemma, Puerto Ricans display a strong national identity and pride in their rich culture and history.

What Everyone Needs to Know
978-0-19-064870-1 | HB | 210pp £48/$74
Available as an Ebook

NEW EDITION

Cuba
What Everyone Needs to Know®
Third Edition
Julia Sweig, LBJ School, University of Texas
• Cuba is a perennially topical issue in the U.S., and this up-to-date, accessible account of the subject will put it all together for general readers
• Forcs on hot-button current events while also connecting all the dots for readers by pairing the discussion of contemporary events with a deeply informed historical explanation of how Cuba became what it is today
• Written by the go-to person on Cuba and Latin America for the national media

What Everyone Needs to Know
978-0-19-062036-3 | HB | 378pp £47.99/$74
Available as an Ebook

NEW EDITION

Economic Development
What Everyone Needs to Know®
SECOND EDITION
Marcelo M. Giugale, World Bank
The practice of economic development has undergone significant transformation over the past decade, due to globalization and democratization. The fully revised and updated second edition of Economic Development: What Everyone Needs to Know® provides a clear and concise introduction to the development problems that policy-makers, professionals, development agencies, NGOs, charities, and private citizens face.

What Everyone Needs to Know
978-0-19-068842-4 | HB | 256pp £47.99/$74
Available as an Ebook

NEW EDITION

Mexico
What Everyone Needs to Know®
SECOND EDITION
Roderic Ai Camp, Claremont McKenna College
• Easy to navigate, accessible Q&A format is ideal for an introduction to Mexico
• Looks at a wide range of social, political and cultural issues in Mexico today, from the drug war, to the economy and relations with the United States
• Concise and accessible introduction to Mexico’s political history, from the colonial period through present day

What Everyone Needs to Know
978-0-19-049416-2 | HB | 232pp £47.99/$74
Available as an Ebook

NEW EDITION

Brexit
What Everyone Needs to Know®
David Allen Green
An expert companion to the political and legal issues that led to Brexit, she challenges the UK now faces, possible outcomes of the negotiations, and the implications for the future of the UK and EU.

What Everyone Needs to Know
978-0-19-879943-6 | PB | 208pp £10.99/$16.95
Available as an Ebook
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Shariah Law

What Everyone Needs to Know

John L. Esposito, Georgetown University, and Natana J. DeLong-Bas, Boston College

In this bold addition to Oxford’s What Everyone Needs to Know series, John L. Esposito and Natana DeLong-Bas offer a guide to the often-discussed but seldom-understood concept of Sharia, responding to misunderstandings and distortions, as well as providing answers to questions about the origin, nature, and content of Sharia.

What Everyone Needs to Know

UK: May 2018 / US: Mar 2018
978-0-19-932506-1 | PB | 240pp £10.99/$16.95
978-0-19-932505-4 | HB | 240pp £47.99/$74

Available as an Ebook

Latinos in the United States

What Everyone Needs to Know

Ilan Stavans, Amherst College

While Latinos comprise a diverse minority group – with various religious beliefs, political ideologies, and social values – commentators on both sides of the political divide have lumped Latino Americans into a homogenous group that is often misunderstood. Latinos in the United States: What Everyone Needs to Know® provides a comprehensive and thought-provoking exploration of the way that, unlike any other ethnic group, Latinos will thoroughly redefine the way America understands itself in the future.

What Everyone Needs to Know

978-0-19-064012-5 | PB | 160pp £10.99/$16.95
978-0-19-064011-8 | HB | 160pp £47.99/$74

Available as an Ebook

Conservatism and the Republican Party

What Everyone Needs to Know

Geoffrey Kabaservice

Geoffrey Kabaservice’s Conservatism and the Republican Party: What Everyone Needs to Know® is a book for general readers – Republicans and Democrats alike – who want serious explanations (rather than partisan polemics) about the GOP’s identity crisis and transformation into Trump-style populism. The analysis examines present-day politics through the lens of American political history to trace the roots of current conflicts.

What Everyone Needs to Know

978-0-19-066858-6-7 | PB | 216pp £10.99/$16.95
978-0-19-066858-0-0 | HB | 216pp £47.99/$74

Available as an Ebook
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